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Resolution and Revised Supporting Information 
Concerning the Ohio University 
Portsmouth Regional Coordinating Cou~cil's 
Request to Form a 
State General and Technical College 
in Portsmouth, Ohio 
Submitted to the 
Ohio University Board of Trustees 
by 
The Ohio ·University Portsmouth Regional Coordinating 
Council 
April 1, 1974 
Whereas the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Coordinating Council 
must submit a resolution and supporting information to the Ohio University 
Board of Trustees for the purpose of asking the trustees (1) to separate 
the Portsmouth Regional Campus from Ohio University and (2) to request the 
Ohio Board of Regents to form a State General and Technical College by 
consolidating the Scioto Technical College with the Portsmouth Regional 
Campus, and 
Whereas the Coordinating Council thinks it imperative that as many 
assurances as possible, concerning operational ingredients of a State General 
and Technical College, be provided the Ohio University Trustees, the Scioto 
Technical College Trustees, the administrators, faculty, supporting personnel, 
and students, and 
Whereas the Coordinating Council, Scioto Technical College Trustees, and 
Ohio University officials are concerned about the leadership and direction the 
proposed State General and Technical College will take, 
Be it, therefore, agreed by those parties, whose signatures appear below, 
that the document titled "Resolution and Revised Supporting Information Concerning 
the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Coordinating Council's Request to Fonu 
a State General and Technical College in Portsmouth, Ohio" is accepted by the 
Scioto Technical College Board of Trustees, the Ohio University Coordinating 
Council, and the administrators of the two institutions; and that the information 
in the document be utilized as the basis of the official plan of a State General 
and Technical College. 
Signed this -~...;;;:::~-~- C~i __ day of March, 1974 by 
,') ~) .__· 
.-; u 'tL J/ ; )1 2 ·" ,~Jc 
Chairman, Scioto Technical 
College Board of Trustees 
'' ' / / 
( / : ! , '-
President, 
College 
Scioto T¢'c.hnical 
Chairman, Ohio University 
·Portsmouth Regional 
Coordinating Council 
ti:h:J:e~~ 
Director, Ohio University 
Portsmouth Regional Campus 
Whereas the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Coordinating Council 
is appreciative of the long standing positive and supportive relationship 
Ohio University has had with the Portsmouth higher education service area, 
and thanks the University for its dedicated service to the educational needs 
of the people of Southern Ohio, and 
Whereas the Portsmouth Coordinating Council realizes that the need for 
an expanded approach to higher educational service has developed in the 
Southern Ohio area, and that this approach includes the provision for offering 
academic and technical programs under a single organizational framework as 
the most economically and educationally justifiable arrangement, and 
Whereas the Council supports the "Ohio Board of Regents' Policy Statement 
and Guide for Establishment and Operation of State General and Technical 
Colleges" of October 18, 1972, and 
Whereas the Council supports the idea of creating a State General and 
Technical College for Southern Ohio and the development of a campus and facilities 
necessary to meet the needs of a minimum initial full time equivalent enrollment 
of 1,000 students on the site presently occupied by the Ohio University Portsmouth 
Regional Campus, and 
Whereas the Council supports a development plan which would make use of 
the present Massie Hall building as part of the new facility, and which would 
serve a geographical region of at least Adams, Scioto, Pike, Jackson, Gallia, 
Vinton, and Lawrence Counties, Ohio, and a service district of at least Scioto 
and Pike Counties - with other counties added as the Ohio Board of Regents sees 
fit, and 
Whereas the Council asks that the Ohio Board of Regents permit the General 
and Technical College to offer junior and senior level courses by designating 
the College a Resident Credit Center because the Council believes that, since 
the closest Ohio institution of higher education, which offers a baccalaureate 
degree, is a minimum of 86 miles from the proposed State General and Technical 
College, the students in the region, served by such college, would be handicapped 
in their efforts to pursue work towards a baccalaureate degree were it not for 
the opportunity of the new college to provide some of these resident credit center 
courses, and 
Whereas the Council is interested in having Ohio University continue its 
affiliation with the Southern Ohio area by entering into a contract with the 
State Gener.al and Technical College for the purpose of providing upper division 
courses for junior and senior students at the State General and Technical College 
in Portsmouth, Ohio, and 
Whereas the Council believes that a total operational consolidation of 
the Ohio University Pqrtsmouth Regional Campus with the Scioto Technical College 
will result in a substantial savings in tax monies to the taxpayers of Ohio as a 
result of the elimination of duplicate educational and operational services, 
Be it, therefore, resolved that the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional 
Coordinating Council requests that the Ohio University Board of Trustees release 
from Ohio University the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Campus with its 
land, facilities, equipment, personnel, and supplies; and that the Ohio University 
Board of Trustees deed the Ohio University Portsmouth Campus with its land, 
facilities, equipment• personnel, and supplies over to the Board of Trustees of 
the State General and Technical College when such a board is formed, and 
Be it further resolved that the Council asks the Ohio University Trustees 
to agree to separate the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Campus from Ohio 
University on June 30, 1975, and to consent to the formation of a State General 
and Technical College, to begin operation on July 1, 1975, as a result of a legal 
and financial consolidatio~ with the Scioto Technical College. 
Passed this 26th day of March 1974 by the Ohio lfuiversity 
Portsmouth Regional Coordinating Council. 
Chairman ' . // 
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HISTORY 
Ohio University has a long and meritorious affiliation with Southern 
Ohio and the Portsmouth geographical region. Beginning with Autumn Quarter 
1945 an academic center was established by Ohio University in Portsmouth 
High School. The academic center was the first effort by Ohio University to 
establish a permanent setting from which higher education programs could be 
offered, and in the center many adult educational needs were met. It 
became apparent, however, that the center's student enrollment growth was 
restricted by the facility, and in 1961 the academic center moved to 
Griffin Hall, There, as a result of the efforts of local citizens in raising 
almost $127,000 for the refurbishment of Griffin Hall, the academic center 
became an Ohio University Branch Campus which offered an expanded curriculum 
for full time students. 
It soon became evident that Griffin Hall left much to be desired in 
its service capabilities and decor, so the members of the Portsmouth Advisory 
Board raised another $125,000 for the purpose of obtaining a suitable site for 
a new facility, The University agreed to build a new building in downtown 
Portsmouth, and Massie Hall was completed and opened for classes in February 
1967. 
Throughout these 28 years, the citizens of the Portsmouth geographical 
area and Ohio University have worked closely and cooperatively together for the 
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educational benefits of the people of Southern Ohio. However, during these 
years the educational needs and aspirations of the people were slowly changing 
and became more clearly identified; so that today, it seems that another new 
and different educational organizational configuration might better serve these 
needs. 
When the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Coordtnating Council was 
formed from the OUP Advisory Board in 1972, the Council began meeting monthly 
for the purpose of more intimately involving itself in the operational policies 
of the regional campus than previously had been the case. As a result of the 
more active monthly participation in th~ formulation of local campus policies, 
and as a result of discussions that occurred during this time, the Council 
became increasely concerned with the future of OUP, and with its ability to 
provide a broad range of educational services to the students of the region. 
Specifically, two discussions occurred in the Spring of 1973 which had 
a significant impact on the discussions and decisions which followed. First, 
conversations be.tween Dr. Robert Flinchbaugh and Mr. Frank Taylor (President 
of the Scioto Technical College) reached culumination with a request from 
Mr. Taylor to meet with the OUP Coordinating Council, The discussions, which 
had been taking place since 1971, were originally concerned with cooperative 
educational arrangementti which could be worked out between OUP and STC. Some 
cooperative efforts were consummated when the two institutions utilized the 
services of a single librarian, and created some common experiences in 
continuing education and student extra-curricular activities. 
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It became apparent, ~owever, that Mr. Taylor needed additional facilities 
for the Scioto Technical College because of the rapid growth of the college. 
The technical college openeq and began offering two year associate degree 
programs in September 1971 with a full time equivalent enrollment of 301. In 
1972 the FTE increa~ed to 4S8 and for the tutumn Quarter 1~73 this number 
increased to 566. As a res~lt of this growth in enrollment, all classrooms 
in the technical building are being utilized at vari~us times during the day 
and Dr. Flinchbaugh and Mr. Taylor did not think it wise to add to the technical 
college facilitie~ without considering the future of OUP as well. Consequently, 
Mr. Taylor requested a meeting on M~y 14, 1973, with the OUP Coordinating 
Council to discuss the future of the t~o institutions. 
A second series of discussions occurred in April 1973 when the North 
Central Association of SecQndary ~chools and Colleges Evaluation Team visited 
the Portsmouth Campus, Since the team was concerned with the total higher 
educational services being provided in the Southern Ohio Region, it asked if it 
could visit the technical college for the purpose of talkin~ with staff members 
and to tour the facilities. µr. Flinchbaugh made arrangements for the team to 
visit STC. 
Ttie next day at a dinqer m~eting attended by the Evaluation team, the 
Coordinating Council, and Dr, Flinchbaugh, the team indicated its thoughts. 
The Evaluation Team felt strongly about the necessity to merge the two institutions 
for the improvement of educational services to the people of the region. Some 
members of the Coordinating Council were very much opposed to such a move, 
especially since th~ team was implying separation from Ohio University if 
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necessary to accomplish the task. The following day, durinp, the exit interview 
with Dr. Flinchbaugh, the team reiterated its position. At this time, the 
Director stated that the team's concern about consolidation of the two institutions 
should not influence its decision to recommend OUP for accreditation. He 
stated that accreditation should be considered solely on the basis of whether 
or not OUP was accomplishing its stated mission. 
Subsequently, the North Central Evaluation Team submitted its written 
report to OUP in late June 1973. On pages 2-5, 8 and 24, the team discussed 
OUP's relationship with STC. A copy of these pages is included in Appendix I. 
In July, Dr.. Davison and Dr. Flinchbaugh attended the North Central Review 
Committee meeting in Chicago where the Chairman of the Evaluation team, again 
stated his concern about the future of OUP and STC. 
From these two beginnings many further discussions deve+oped in which 
the Coordinating Council talked with members of the STC Board of Trustees, 
representatives of the Ohio Board of Regents, legislative leaders, community 
leaders, the Ohio University Board of Trustees, and others. These discussions 
culminated in a joint meeting between the STC Board of Trustees and the OUP 
Coordinating Council with Dr. Max Lerner, Vice Chancellor of the Ohio Board 
of Regentso Following that meeting on November 7, 1973, the Coordinating 
Council unanimously passed a resolution to move forward with the development 
of a State General and Technical College. 
After the Ohio University Board of Trustees meeting on January 21, 1974, 
it was realized that additional work had to be done on gathering information 
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and providing information to the public. It, also, was necessary to draft a 
revised resolution which would indicate the OUP Coordinating Council's thinking 
so that the new information would be more accurately stated for the May meeting 
of the Ohio University Trustees. 
Since the passage of the resolution, there has been a ground swell of 
support for. the creation of a State General and Technical College in Portsmouth, 
Ohio. Many governmental, civic, business, and educational organizations have 
passed resolutions supporting a new two year college. Copies of these 
resolutions are included in Appendix II. 
In addition to the support given by the above mentioned national and local 
agencies, a merger received support when the Scioto Technical College was pre-
sented with its North Central Association Evaluation Team's Report in March. 
The team, in its report stated "all factors considered, it seemed to the examining 
team that the purposes of the Technical College would become clarified in the 
minds of the citizens of the service area and the educational needs of all persons 
in the community service area might be served better if the Scioto Technical 
College and the Regional Campus would become associated together in Portsmouth 
as an institution of higher education." 
In addition, when STC was under evaluation last Fall due to its application 
into the Ohio College Association, the OCA representatives considered a merger 
to be in the best interests of the people in the areao These educational leaders 
encouraged STC and OUP to merge into a State General and Technical College. 
Finally, the Ohio Board of Regents acted unanimously in support of the creation 
of such a college on February 15, 1974. 
J 
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With this brief history and the indication of regional support from the 
people of Southern Ohio, what follows is the rationale, supporting data, and 
basic proposal for the creation of a State General and Technical College on the 
land presently owned by Ohio University and presently occupied by Massie Hall --
what is typically called the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Campus. 
RATIONALE 
The rationale for the creation of a State General and Technical College, 
as a result of the proposed merger of the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional 
Campus with the Scioto Technical College, includes two primary aspects. 
First, there are now four two year state higher education campuses in the 
proposed service district of the proposed State General and Technical College. 
There are (1) the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Campus, (2) the Ohio 
University Academic Center at Ironton, (3) the Scioto Technical College, 
(4) the University of Cincinnati Academic Center in Adams County. The creation 
of the proposed State General and Technical College would combine at least OUP 
and STC into one institution. As a result of a consolidation, duplicate facilities 
and services would be eliminated with a commensurate savings to the taxpayers 
in Ohio. For example, there would be only one head administrator instead 
of two, one library rather than two, one student program director rather 
than two, one bookstore, one set of faculty in a discipline, and so on. 
Second, a State General and Technical College will provide a wider 
spectrum of educational opportunities for students who attend that institution 
than are presently provided by OUP. The Scioto Technical College is now 
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responsible for all technical programs in the area, so that OUP can not be 
truly responsive to many of the educational needs of the district it serves. 
OUP has only one technical program, registered nursing, and it should have 
greater flexibility to develop unique liberal arts program than it now has. 
The critical need for special liberal arts programming is illustrated by the 
type of student that attends OUP. The mean S.A.T. scores for OUP Freshmen 
in 1972 were Verbal 425 and Math 436 -- a total score of 861. These scores 
compare with an Ohio University average of Verbal 575 and Math 575 -- a total 
of 1150.1 Additional data included in the "Service Region" section which 
fqllows, provides more information about the kind of student that needs 
higher educational help in Southern Ohio. In addition, a different kind of 
liberal arts curriculum should be developed to help bridge the educational 
gap that exists between students from the Southern Ohio Region and other areas 
of the State and Nation. A State General and Technical College could be more 
responsive to educational poverty through its ability to develop a liberal 
arts and technical curriculum which can better serve the educational needs of 
the people in Southern Ohio. 
THE PROPOSAL 
In the enclosed resolution requesting that the Ohio University Board of 
Trustees release the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Campus, there are 
several implied and specific points which should be more fully explored 
1Fine, Benjamin; Barron's Profiles of American Colleges, New 1971-1972 
Edition. Barron's Educational Service, Inc., Woodbury, New York, 1970, pg. 609. 
}' 
I 
j • 
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before proceeding with a discussion of the arra~gements that may be a part of 
a State General and Technical College. Section 3358.02 of the Ohio Revised 
Code (Appedix III) indicates that if a State General and Technical College is 
created in a community which has both a technical college and a university 
branch campus, such a creation can occur only with consent of the boards of 
trustees from the technical college and the university. The Scioto Technical 
College Board of Trustees gave its consent, in a resolution passed on 
August 23, 1973, in which it requested the Ohio Board of Regents to approve 
the creation of a State General and Technical College. (Appendix IV). 
Following the January 21, 1974 meeting of the Ohio University Board of 
Trustees, the Scioto Technical College Board of Trustees took action on 
January 24, 1974 to withdraw its resolution to the Ohio Board of Regents requesting 
the formation of a State General and Technical College. Further,the STC Trustees 
stipulated that "If agreements can be worked out so that: (1) Ohio University 
will release the Ohio University Portsmouth Campus and facilities; (2) the Ohio 
Board of Regents will approve the establishment of a State General-Technical 
College in Portsmouth; and (3) there is sufficient time to submit a capital 
appropriation request to the Ohio Board of Regents in time for the 1975-77 
biennium, then we wholeheartedly support a merger." (Appendix V ). 
Since the January meeting of the OU Trustees, meetings have been held 
between representatives of the OUP faculty and administration and the STC 
faculty and administration in an attempt to clarify and make decisions about 
faculty rights and responsibilities in a new college. Also, a meeting was 
held with Dr. Danny Moates from Ohio University. Recommendations resulting 
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from this meeting are discussed in the section of this proposal under 
Personnel -- The Faculty. 
In addition to the meeting noted above, administrators from OUP and STC 
met with Mr. William Kennard concerning the transfer of financial matters 
to a new institution, and with Mr. Michael L'Heureux concerning student 
financial aid matters. Dr. Beaumont Davison also provided input into the 
financial transfer in person-to-person and telephone conversations with 
D~. Robert Flinchbaugh. The recorrnnendations resulting from these meetings 
are contained in the sections titled Financial Responsibilities and 
Transfers and Physical Facilities Transfers. 
In addition to above mentioned efforts to clarify the original proposal 
a number of meetings have occurred between the Ohio University Portsmouth 
Regional Coordinating Council and citizens who were interested in the proposed 
merger. As a result of these meetings, a new organization was formed for the 
purpo~e of providing factual information about a merger of OUP and STC to 
people in the area. The organization, called LEAP (Leadership for the Educational 
Advancement of People), is chaired by Mr. James Strafford. 
Thus, it is that the OUP Coordinating Council, after further study and 
deliberation, again asks the Ohio University Board of Trustees to pass a 
resolution, as stipulated by Section 3358,02 of the Ohio Revised Code, for 
the purpose of (1) affecting a merger of the Ohio University Portsmouth R~gional 
Campus with the Scioto Technical College, and (2) creating a State General and 
Technical College on July 1, 1975. 
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The proposal provides tentative, broad, and general operational guidelines 
for the new college because many of the arrangements outlined herein will be 
the prerogatives of the State General and Technical College Board of Trustees 
and its President to decide. Nevertheless, the four signatures on the cover 
of this document indicate that Mr. Walter N. Brown, Chairman of the Scioto 
Technical College Board of Trustees (the board which becomes the Board of 
Trustees of the State General and Technical College under Section 3358.03 of 
the Ohio Revised Code),_ Mr. Frank Taylor, President of the Scioto Technical 
College, Mr. J~mes Strafford, Chairman of the Ohio University Portsmouth 
Regional Coordinating Council, and Dr. Robert W. Flinchbaugh, Director of 
the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Campus, agree with the proposals made 
throughout the planning section. The two faculties helped develop the section 
of the proposal dealing with personnel, as well. 
Second, in an attempt to alleviate the Coordinating Council's concerns 
relative to the offering of upper division courses on the State General and 
Technical College Campus, Dr. Max J. Lerner, Vice-Chancellor of the Ohio 
Bo~rd of Regents, stated in his September 24, 1973 letter to Mr. Strafford 
(Chairman of the Coordinating Council) that " .•. it will be entirely permissable 
for the new college board of trustees to contract with a four-year university 
to teach selected upper division courses on its campus It is our hope that 
Ohio University would continue to offer selected upper division courses in 
Portsmouth ••• " (Appendix VI). Dr. Lerner gave such permission because he 
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realized that a State General and Technical College in Portsmouth would be 
a minimum of 86 m:i,les from the nearest four year in-state institution of 
highei; educat:i,on. Thus, the Coordinat;i.ng Council asks that the Ohio University 
Board of Regents formalll identify the new college as a 'resident credit center'. 
4gr~e~e~t by Ohio Un;i.versity to provide upper division courses for the 
State Generfll and rechnical Co;I.lege is eKtremely important to the c;i.tizenry 
of th~ service region and to the su~ce~s of the new Gollege. In view of the 
inforniation prov;t.deq in the "Rationale" find tl~e "Service Region'' sections of 
th:i,s dpc1.Jment; the service provided by Ohio University rega+ding the baccalaureate 
pro~rammatic needs of ~~udents ·could be critical for the 1.Jp~lifting affect such 
service would have on the ~ducational and economic conditions of the region. 
Goals 
The follqwing goqls ar~ genera:,. in 11,fiture and are intencled tp provi~e a 
sense of direction for the Stat~ General and Technical College. The goals, 
also, are quite ba~ic rather than all j.nclu~ive, and will be exp~nded and 
refined on~e the new colle~e becomes o~erat:i,onal. 
I. The -....------- State General and rechnical College will 
endeavor to create a learning environment for students which: 
4. is respqn~ibe to each student's occupftiopal aims. 
B. is aware of the in9ivioual personal:i,ty qiff~rences of 
each student. 
C. constr1,1ct;i.vely a~~ists e,;ich stude)lt to up.derstand and 
accept hinselr ~nq others. 
D. assists students in fuifill;ing some of rheir persona;!. needs 
through ed1,1cational~ recreational, cl,nd counseling experiences. 
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II. The -----~-- State General an<l Technical College will provide 
a learning environment which enhances the development of the 
intellectual and/or occupational capabilitie~ of each student through: 
A. development of curricular programs which offer a variety 
of organizational, procedural, and conceptual classroom and 
non-classroom experiences. 
B. Development of curricular programs which provide a broad 
spectrum of acaderric and technical content options leading to 
two year associate degrees, baccalaureate degrees at four 
year colleges, 9r open-e\1ded exploratory experiences for 
the non-degree aspirant. 
·c. development of interdisciplinary academic and technical 
programs which emphasize a synthesizing of knowledge. 
III. The -------- Sq1 te General µqd Technical College will offer 
a comprehen.sive curriculum which: 
A. consists of high quality lower division liberal art~ 
course requirernents applicable to most &cademic areas, 
and which transfer into four year colleges. 
B. consists of a variety of high quality two year technical 
prograll'\S which are identified as essential to the ed\,lcational 
service region and to t~e occupational goals of s tudents, 
and which transfer into four year colleges . 
C. provide for offering selected upper division courses under 
contractual agreement with a university, 
D. includes credit and non-credit adult education experiences as 
determined by r egional needs. 
IV. The _________ State Genera l and Technical College will provide 
student services which: 
A. help students enroll with minimum effort, 
B. help students transfer to another institution of higher education. 
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C. help students achieve financial stability through a comprehensive 
financial aids program. 
D. help students resolve personal problems through a · counseling 
service. 
E. help students find employmen t suitable for their skills through 
an occupationa l placement service . 
V. The State Genera l and Technical College will 
offer a varied extra-curricular activity and c ul tura l program 
which: 
A. encourages student involvement. 
B. enhances students' academic er,deavors . 
C. promotes communication among students, a nd hctween students, 
the administration, and faculty. 
D. offers students and members of the region a diversity of 
activities for their personal enrichmen t and enjoyment. 
VI. The ___________ State General and Technical College, in order to 
promote the educational, cultural, and economic gro\.;th of the people in 
the service distric~ will strengthen existing connections and develop 
new relationships which: 
A. improve communication between the college and area 
organizations and agencies. 
B. improve services provided to community agencies. 
C. promote a regular assessment of academic ar.d tee.!, : ' r.al 
curriculum in response to education.al r,ee<ls of the r "' " ion. 
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Operational Area 
For purposes of this proposal, the inforr1ation i n t his section •.'Hl ceal 
with two descriptive distinctions. "Service RegiQn" is identified as that area 
in Ohio from which the institution can reasonably expect to obtain students. 
The service region, also, is the area in which the college should have a 
concern for the educational, economic, and cultural aspects of life of the 
citizens. It should be tqe ~ole of the college to qo whatever it can through 
educational means to improve the qual:i,ty of life of the people living in the 
service region. 
The second descript:i,on is that of "Service Pistrict." The service district 
is designated as that group of counties for which the college shall be accountable 
to the Ohio Board of Re~ents for the hig~er educational services provided the people 
liviµg in those counties. In addition, the college shall have representation 
from the counties in its district on its board of trustees. 
The service re&ion of the State General and Technical College consists 
of all or parts of seven counties in Southern Ohio. These counties are Adams, 
Galiia, Jackson, Lawrence, Pike, Scioto, and Vinton. The population of these 
countie~ is indicated in Table 1. 
As can be seen from a review of Table 1, the total 1970 population of 
the seven count;y regj_on is 233,723. The per cent of the total population 
which fit into the pre-college or college age range (0- 12, 15-24, 25-44) is 
66.7 percent. Since this is probably the group of people from which present 
and future college students will come, there is a pool of 155,849 present and 
prospective s tudents; and the pool docs not include upper middle age people 
TABLE 1 
1970 Population, Population in Age 
Ranges 0~14, 15-24, and 25-44 
Percent of Total Population in the Three 
Age Ranges, and Median Ages 
in Each of Seven Counties* 
Total Total 
Population Population Po_pula tion Population Percent Median 
County Number 0-14 yrs Percent 15-24 yrs Percent 25-44 yrs. Percent Population Age 
Adams 18,957 5,443 28.6 2,767 14.0 3,858 20.0 62-.6 31.6 
Gallia 25,239 6,6:fO 26.2 4 ,296- 17.0 5,901 23.3 66.5 30.4 
Jaclc.son 27,174 7,619 24.5 4,355 16.0 5,779 21.2 61.7 30.6 
Lawren-ce 56,868- 16._982 29.8 8,811- 15.4 13,709 24.1 69 .. -3 2S-. 7 
P-ik.e 19,114 6,010 31.4 2L925 15.3 4,209 21.1 67.8 27.8 
Scioto 76,951 21_, 9-71 2S-.5 11,601 15.0 16,762 21.7 65-. 2 31.1 
Vinton 9-,420 2,692 28.5 1,584 16.8 1,885 20.0 65.3 29.2 
Total 233,723 61-,407 28.8 36,339 15.5 5-2,10-3 22.-2 66.7 
*U.S. Bureau of Census, U.S. Census of P-opulation: 1970, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 
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and senio~ citiz,n~ who might nee4 re~~rain~ng or expanded education. In 
additio~, the lar~est group of people. lies in the 0-14 age range (67,407 -
28.8%) which are the college etudent$ of the future. 
It, also is ~lear from ~ .review of Table 1 that the largest group of 
pre-college and college ~ge students come from counties contiguous to Scioto 
County; i.e. from Adam~~ ~awrence, Pike, Jacksoq an~ Scioto Counties -- a 
total of 13i,861 people in the three a~e ranges. Thus, a reasonable conclusion 
woul4 indi~ate that ~he propose4 State General and Technical College would 
have a mo~e than sufficfent ~inimum pre-college and college age population 
from whicp to attract st~d~nt$. 
With a review of Table~ 2 and 3, one can gain a better understanding of 
the educational nee4s of the peopie fr9m t~e seven ~ounty region. Table 2 
illustrates Ohio's st~nd~ng in relatia~ to other major industrial states as 
well as to th~ two conti~uous Appalachian states to which the seven counties 
relate socio~~~pnomic~lly anq educ~tionally, A comparison of the information 
in Table~ with t~~t in T~~le 3 even more clearly illustrates the seven county 
sit1,1ation. Th~ highest median school ye~rs completed is in Lawrence County 
with 11.1 y~r~; ~he lowe~t median years of school completed is in Adams 
County with 9.1 years. The av~r~ge median years o( school completed far 
the seven counties is l0-1 years. These figures compare to an Ohio ~edian 
of 12.1 years, a West Virginia median of 10,6 .years, and a Kentu~ky median 
of 9.9 years, It appears, then, that with respect to the median years of 
schooling completed, the seven county area is more similar to Kentucky 
anq West Vir$inia tha~ to Ohio or the other ~ajar industrial states, 
St~;e 
Califolinia 
Kentucky 
Michigap 
New York 
Ohio 
Pennsylvapia 
West Virgj.pia 
Unitzed State~ 
TABL~ 2 
Medi~n School Years Complet~d, ~igh Schpol Graduates, 
l8 ... J9 Year Old$ Eprol,led i~· Schools a~d Colleges, and 
Percent of Populatiop Wl}jch Has Conil)leted 4 Years 
of College by ·state for 1979 * 
H1gh School Percent of 
Gr4du~tes 25 Yrs. 18-19 Y+. Olds 
Medi~n School & Older as ~ercent Enrol).ed in All 
Yrs. <;pmpl~ted of Pop'-llat:(.pn Schools & Colleqes 
12,4 62.6 59.9 
9~9 ~8.5 44.9 
12.1 52.~ 56.9 
lf.~ 52.7 61.4 
12.l 53.2 57.0 
{' 
12,Q 48.7 47.3 
10.6 41.6 53.7 
12.1 52,0 57.0 
Percent of 
Pop~lation which 
Has Completed 4 
Yrs. or More of 
Colle e 
13.4 
7.2 
9.5 
11,9 
9.3 
6.8 
6.8 
11.0 
* U.S. Bµrea9 of Census, U.S. Ce~su~ of Populatiop: 1970, U.S. Government Pr~nting Office, 
' . 
Washingtoq, D.C. 
County 
Adams 
Gallia 
Jackson 
Lawrence 
Pike 
Scioto 
Vinton 
Seven County 
Avera$& 
Ohio 
T~BLE 3 
Mediall ~chooi YeQJ:S CompletEl4• High Schopl Graduat;es. 
Percent of J.8..-19 Year Olds Enrolled in ScJlpol~ find Colleges. 
Percent of ropu}ation Wh;ch Has Go~pl~t~p 4 Year~ or 
Mor~ of Colleg4! by Cp,,mty fpr 19 70* 
Hi~h $cho(')l ];'el!'cent of 
Graduates 25 Yrs. 18.-19 Yr. Olds 
M~dian Scho9l & Older a~ Pfrcent Enrqlled in A+i 
Yrs. Compl~tEld of Population Schools & Colleges 
9.1 33.2 48.8 
10 ,P 37'.~ 4~.7 
10.4 39.9 41.2 
i1 Tl 42.e 44.) 
9.8 38.3 3e,o 
lQ.4 40.0 45.2 
10.Q 38.9 29. 7 
10.1 38.7 41,5 
l.2.1 53.2 57 .Q 
Pel!'cent of 
Population ~hicl 
Has Completed 4 
Yrs. or More of 
College 
I 
.8 
l.2 
.9 
1.3 
1.7 
l,5 
1.1 
1.2 
9.3 
* U.S. Buteau of ~ensu~~ C,S. C~nsus of Populatio~: 1~70. \T.~. Government Printing Office, 
Wash!~g~on. D.C. 
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'rhe percent of the ropulatJ~n th~t is 25 years or o+der apd has gradua~ed 
fram high school, a+so, i~ rev~aling, '1;'he qtghest per~entages in the seven 
coun~y region are in Lawne~oe (42,8 p~rcent) qnd ~n Scioto (40.0 percent) 
with a lo~ of 33.2 p~rcent iq Adams Coun~y, as i~dicµted in Table~. The 
average for the region is 38,7 percen~. The~e f~gures compare with Ohio at 
5~.2 perc~nt, K~ntucky with 38.S percent, We~t virsinia at 41.6 percent. 
Again the seve~ qounty region is more similar ta Kentuc~y and West Virginia 
than tq oqio or the united States. 
A review. of the data ~oncerning the pe~cent of 18-19 year olds who are 
enrol+ed in any SGAOP+ or college further subat~nttates the seriou~ness of 
ed~c~tion~l dep~ivatiqn iq the seven couqty regioµ. Vin~oq County h~s the 
iowest percen~ (29,7 percept) a~d Adams the highest percent (48.8 percent) 
with an avera~e foJ tqe regioq of 41,5 percent. It appear~ that the 18-19 year 
olds from Ad~ms Opunty are making a ~rea~er effort to complet~ tpeir high school 
e,ucatton or ta ijO o~ to pollege than did their el~er~. Comparing the data from 
cQuqties to th~ rer~~nt of 18-19 year plds atten~in~ ~ny school or coilege for 
Ohio (57 percent), · ~entucky (~4~9 percent), and West Virginia (53.7 percent), 
1i1ustr~teij tpat the s~v~q ~ounty rp~ipq ~ow has~ i9¥e; perc~nta~e of 18-19 
rear old~ in scpool or ~olleg~ ~han th~se ~tat~s. 
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tast~y, the data iflustrating the percent of the populat~on which 
has comp~eted 4 years or more of ~allege, not only su~g~sts that the need 
to continye offerin~ jµrior and senior level co~rses is essential in the 
~even county region, but that the region ~ust have a different type of higher 
educational service provided in ~he future than has been provided in the past, 
It appears that it will be necess~ry tp bring students into a gre~ter variety 
of academic an~ ~echn~cal prpgra111s, and to provi~e ~xperllences through a 
university in order to keep ~h~m working ~c:marqs a baccalaµreate degree~ 
Table 3 indicat~s that the average percenF of the population, in the seven 
counties which has completed 4 years or more of college is i.2 per~ent. This 
compares with Ohio which has 9.3 percent of its population with 4 or more years of 
college, Kentucky with 7,2 percent, and West Virginia with 6.8 percent. C~early, 
the region is educationally impoverisheQ to a most severe extent. 
The qonclµsion derived fro~ an analy~is of Tables 2 and 3 is that more 
effort must be made to k~ep ~tµ4ents iq high s~hool, enroll students in college, 
keep some stu4en~s i~ col~ege thrpush baccalaureate programs, and curtail 
what migpt be a sizea~ie e~igratipq of ¢oiiese graduates from the region. If 
it is valid to syggest tn~t a varie~y p( college academic and technical programs 
is essent~al ~o encouraging studepts to co~pletf high school and enter college, 
it ~y be just as valid to assu~e that a State Gen~ral and ~echnical College, 
with upp~r division cour~eij provided by~ upiversity, is th~ most responsive 
type ~ollege for this pµrppse. 
I 
l 
" 
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Table 4 contains data rel,tive ~o the number and percent of 1970~73 
high school graduates fro~ the seven counties and the number and percent of 
the 1973 graduates who atte~ded Ohiq University Regional Campuses, the Ohio 
Un;iversity main campus, ai;1d any kind of colle~e. As can be seen from th;Ls 
data, an average of 4,6 pei,-cent of th~ high school graduates in 1973 attended 
a regional campus of Ohio University and an average of 4.2 percent went to 
Ohip University's ~in ca~pus, and only 19.8 percent went to any kind of 
college, This last p~rcent compares with th~ State• of Ohio which has approxi~ 
mately 47 percept of its high s~hool graduates going to college, This 
compari~on is shocking, e~pecially when one consiQers the data presented in 
lable 3, which illustrates ~he low percentage of peop1e who are completing 
hi$h schqol, i·osulti,ng in a low number of peopie who ar~ eligible for col.lege 
from the sev~n count~es, A closer comparison of data on Table 4, illustrates that 
in some ~ounties, as f~w as 4.4 percent ~re entering any kind of Ohio Vniversity 
Campus, and at most the percent i~ is,4. This data sug~ests that a different 
~ype of educational programming is critically needed in the seveJl county 
region than can pres~ntly be ~rovid~d by a separate Regional Campus and 
Technical Coll~ge. 
In what follows, the most cur~ent availaple 4~ta concernipg economic 
consideratie>p~:l.s ~mployed (or the pµrpo~e of illui;trl;lting the sedousness 
of the ecollqmic S1ituat:ion in the seven qmnty regi~n. Table 5 contains qata 
about the ciyilian labor fprce and the unemplqyed ~ The disturbing finding 
concerns the rate qf unemplqyment in most of the cpqnties, Aq~ms County has 
a lower rate of un~mpl0ylJlont beqause a large nulflber of employable citizens 
TABLE 4 
Total High School Graduates 1970-73. 
Number and Percent of- High School Graduates from 1970-73 
Attending Ohio University Regional, 
Main Campus, and any kind of College 
in 1973* 
High School High School Graduates High School Graduates Total High School High School Graduates 
Graduates At tending OU Branches At tending Hain Campus Gracluates Attending Attending Any Kind of 
County 1970-73 1973 1973 OU Campuses 19-73 College 197-3 
No. Percent . No. Percent No • P-ercent No. Percent 
Adams 1.241 44 3.5 14 1.1 58 4.6 174 14..0 
Gallia 1,4-25 3 .2 60 4.2 63 4.4 228 16...0 
Jackson 1,811 2-4 1 .3 1!3 6.2 131 7.& 362 19-. 9 
Lawrence 3,575 301 8.-4 88 2.4 389 10.a 715 20:.0 
Pike 1, 39-1 83. 5.-~ 54 3-.9 137 9.8 264 18.9 
Scioto 5,133 58-3 11.3 . ·209 4.0 792 15.4 1.540 30.0 
Vinton 550- g 1.4 43 7.8- 5).::. 9.2 HO 20.0 
Total l ,046 581 1,6-27 3,393 
Average 4.2 8.8 19.8 
*Information taken from Thompson Report - Office ~f Admissions, Ohio University. 
Population 16 Years 
County and older 
Adams 13,101 
Gallia 18,086 
Jackson 18._836 
1.awrence 38,652 
Pike 12,_688 
Scioto 53,157 
Vinton 6,536 
Total 161,056-
Average 
TABLE 5 
Civilian Labor 
Rate and Unemployment in 1970 
for Seven Counties* 
Percent of Population 
Number in labor Force in Labor Force 
6,042 46.0 
8,031 44.4 
8,868 47.C 
18,&14 48.7 
5-,562 43~8-
25-,041 47.1 
2,960 45: .. 2 
119~318 
/+6.0 
Number of Employed 
Workers Unemployed 
No. Percent 
4,010 323 5.3 
7,546 485 6.0 
8,186 676 7.6 
lT,593 1,174 6.2 
4,879 67S- 12.2 
23,112 1,905 7.6 
2,710 245 8.:, 
68,036 5 • 486 
7.6 
*U.S. Bureau of Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1970, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 0--.C. 
· ·, .. ~ :-. ,- :: -~--. • ..,_.!, .•• , . .. 
.. t! . 
';,· 
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wor~ in farm related capacities. If one compa~es the data from Table 6 
with that in Table 5, it becomes apparent that t\le economic situation is 
not wnat it first see~s in Adams County. Median family income ($5,563) in 
Adams Co~nty in 1969. was {at below the median f~mily income in the other 
six counties pr the average med~an income ($6,752) for the seven county region. 
Pike County has the most severe unemplQyrnept rate, about 2 1/2 times the 
national average, while Vinton, Scioto, and Jac~son Counties were 1-3 percent 
above the national average. Only one fqurth of the hmiliee i,n the region 
(25.9 percent) have incoines over $10,000 annually. On tije other hand, 20.1 
percent of the fa~i~ies hav~ ann~l incomes below $6,000. 
Wlla~ ~s il~ustrated by this d4ta, when compare4 with data from the 
preceding tables, is that there apparently is a relationship between ~evels of 
ed~cation and fam~ly incomes. Ad~ms County with tne iow~st educational levei, 
also, has the lowest median family income . The conclusions aboµt the seri~us 
econo~ic conditions are f~rther amplified by the · fact that 68.6 percent of 
the e~~loyed people work in their county of residence. This information is 
cpnt~ine~ in Table 7, which, also, indicates that 22.1 percent of the employed 
work outside their county of re~idence. Since many qf those working outside 
theit county of resid~nce may be working in one of the other six co4nties 
in the reg:lon, the seriou·s'Qess of the econol?lic conditi~ns are furthet; amplified, 
along with ~he implications the $ituation has for higher education. 
When one cons;f.ders that Greenup and Boyd Counties, Kentucky (counties 
acro~s the Ohio River from the seven county region), have similar econpmic 
TABLE 6 
Distribution of 1969 Incomes 
Among Resident Families in- 1970 Census 
for Seven Counties* 
Number of 
Families, Median Family Families with Income of 
Counti 1970 Incorr,e z 1969 Under $1 2000 $2 2000-$2 2999 $5 2000-$5 2999 $8 2000-$8 2999 $10 2000 & Over 
No. Percent Ne. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent 
Adams 4,990 $5,563 294 5.9 468 9.3 465 9.3 208 4.1 1,013 20.3 
Gallia 6,074 $6,915 208 3.4 544 8.9 492 8.1 228 J. 7 1,632 26.8 
Jackson 7,024 $6,635 273 3.9 593 8.4 607 8.6 521 7.4 1,720 24.5 
Lawrence 14 ._9 39 $7, 712 445 2.9 956 6.3 1,016 6. 8- 1,326 8.8 4,518 30.2 
Pike 4,825 $6,559 181 3.7 438 9.0 327 6~7 300 6.2 1,334 27 . 6 
Scioto 20,130 $7,546 549 2.7 1,505 7.4 1,.419 7.0 1,904 9.4 5,997 29.8 
Vinton 2,397 $6,334 111 4.6 227 9.4 215 8.9 174 7.2 534 22.3 
Total 60,379 2,061 4,731 4,541 4,661 16,748 
Average** $6,752 3.8 8.4 7.9 6.7 25.9 
*U.S. Bureau of Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1970, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,D.C. 
**Will not total I00 percent because of· income catagories not included. 
--l-, 
County Number Employed 
Adams 5,401 
Gallia 7,507 
Jackson 8,135 
Lawrence 16,916 
Pike 4,766 
Scioto 22,359 
Vinton 2,684 
Total 62,768 
:.;••1.·i,,_ 
TABLE 7 
Place of Employment in 1970 
for Seven Counties 
Employed in County Employed Outside 
of Residence County of Residence 
No. Percent No. Percent 
3,923 72.6 1,015 18.8 
5,751 76.6 1,204 16.0 
6,308 77. 5 1,321 16.2 
8,527 50.4 7,022 41. 5 
3,007 63.1 1,465 19.1 
17,971 80.4 2,521 11.3 
1,607 59.9 855 31.9 
47,094 68.6 15,403 22.1 
Percent Not Repcrting 
Place of Work 
8.6 
7.4 
6.3 
8.1 
17.8 
8.3 
8.2 
9.2 
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and educational problems, it is clear that the problems for higher education 
in Southern Ohio are magnified even more. The people of Greenup and Boyd 
Counties consider Ironton and Portsmouth to be their cultural and economic 
center~; so many of these people, also, will be affected by decisions made 
in the seven county region. 
Research concerning the Financial Aid program at Scioto Technical College 
supports the premise the students come from families with below average income. 
In fact, 62% pf the full-time students are receiving financial assistance to 
attend college. A recent report from the Ohio Board of Regents revealed 
that the Technical College has a greater percentage of students receiving Ohio 
Instructional Grants than any two year college except Washington Technical 
College. In addition, although Scioto Technical College ranks 9th in size among 
technical colleges in the state, it ranked third in the amount of money 
received th~ough Ohio Instructional Grants. It is essential, then, that if 
students from middle and low income families in Southern Ohio are going to 
be attracted to college, a comprehensive financial program for the State General 
and Technical College must be established and maintained. 
It is easy to philosophize about what directions higher education should 
take in an educationally and economically depressed area such as the seven 
county r~gton in Southern Ohio. However, a philosophy is worth little if it is not 
geared to educational need and if it is not implemented. The facts, in this 
proposal speak so clearly about what some of the needs are, and they imply 
that the region needs a different type of higher educational opportunity for 
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the citizens. Some educators may argue that it is obvious that more 
citizens with four year degrees are needed in the region, and that a 
University can better fulfill this need. This argument is only partially 
correct, however. People will not complete four year degrees until they 
have entered college and have completed at least two years in curricular 
programs which are important to them. A University has an essential role 
to play in providing the necessary educational service by offering upper 
division courses which students can take as they work toward baccalaureate 
degrees. Just as important are the lower division academic programs and 
the technical programs which will prepare students for employment by helping 
them obtain the skills necessary to be fully functioning, contributing members 
of society. In cooperation, in consort, a State General and Technical College 
and Ohio University can bring superior educational programming and quality 
to a region that desperately needs help. 
The service district of the proposed State General and Technical College 
has not been decided at the time this proposal was submitted to the Ohio 
University Trustees on April 1, 1974. A meeting between people from Lawrence 
and Scioto Counties was held by the Ohio Board of Regents in February 1974 
for the purpose of attempting to clarify the possible district. In addition, 
citizens from Adams County have indicated an interest in becoming a part of 
the new college's service district. For purposes of this proposal the service 
district of the State General and Technical College presently consists of 
Scioto and Pike Counties. 
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Since the problem of the service district has not been resolved, it 
is recommended that efforts continue to be made to resolve the question; and 
that the OU Trustees act with the understanding that the district will be 
worked out in good faith between the Ohio Board of Regents and the State General 
and Technical College Board of Trustees. 
Curriculum 
A major factor which will contribute to students' decisions to attend a 
State General and Technical College will be the nature and quality of the 
curricular programs of the college. While it is not possible at this point 
in time to identify the many programs which will develop after the college is 
formed, it is possible to indicate curricular directions as well as what is 
presently taking place. The proposed goals of the college, stated earlier, also, 
will help in defining curricular directions when these goals are translated into 
operational objectives. 
First, the new college will offer three associate degrees: Associate of 
Arts, Associate of Applied Business, and Associate of Applied Sciences. The 
Associate of Arts degree will be offered to students who complete 90 quarter 
hours of credit in the liberal arts fields -- fields which are usually considered 
academic in nature. The courses offered in the liberal arts fields, also, are 
courses which are considered transferable into a four year institution because 
most of these courses are pre-professional courses leading to a baccalaureate 
degree. It is essential that the State General and Technical College develop 
academic programs and courses which are acceptable to four year institutions' 
baccalaureate colleges. 
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As a part of the academic curricular concern, the question of junior and 
senior level courses is of major importance to the people of the seven county 
region. It is hoped that Ohio University will agree to contract with the 
State General and Technical College to provide some junior and senior courses 
as these courses are needed by citizens in the area. While provisions for 
a contractual agreement have not yet been worked out with Ohio University, nor 
can they be until the new college's board of trustees is appointed, discussions 
between Dr. Beaumont Davison, Dr. Robert Flinchbaugh, and Mr. Frank Taylor, 
have led to several possible solutions to this question. First, courses 
offered by Ohio University at the new college would carry Ohio University credit, 
Student fees would be paid to Ohio University and Ohio University would receive 
all state subsidy and student fees as income generated by those courses. The 
State General and Technical College would act as the service station for courses 
taught under OU's supervision. As the service station, the college would 
provide information to students about class schedules, could register students 
for the OU classes, could collect student fees, would provide classroom space 
and custodial service, and so on. The basic principle should be that OU would 
offer courses for which it received all income, and the new college wo~ld 
provide services for OU as agreed upon by the two institutions. 
There are at least two procedures that could be used for reimbursing the 
State General and Technical College for services provided to OU. One procedure 
would create a shared-net-profit system whereby OU would calculate the net 
income after expenses and would split this income on a 50-50 basis with the 
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General and Technical College. The second procedure would use an overload 
cost system whereby OU would pay a flat dollar amount for services rendered 
by the new college. The second of the two alternatives might be the most 
equitable and easiest to utilize from an accounting standpoint. It, also, 
would give OU departments greater incentive to offer courses at the new 
college and might be more likely to create harmonious relations between 
the two institutions. 
The academic curriculum of the new college may be designed in such a way 
that the basic or introductory courses will lead to interdisciplinary 
courses which help students consolidate their knowledge conceptually. ::rhus, 
the micro curricular ingredients lead to a macro curricular focus. In 
addition to this interdisciplinary micro-macro curricular approach, the academic 
courses may be consolidated into clusters so that programs can be identified 
for students. For example, if a student were interested in entering a 
pre-medical baccalaureate degree program, the courses necessary for such a 
program would be identified at the two year associate level. He, then, could 
continue his pre-medical education with Ohio University by taking the appropriate 
junior and senior level course. 
The Associate of Applied Business and Associate of Applied Science degrees 
are technical associate degrees which will have many technical programs 
respectively. The Associate of Applied Business degree will have the 
following two year programs when the new college begins operation: executive 
secretarial, accounting, data processing and computer technology, retail mid-
management, banking and finance. The Associate of Applied Science degree 
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will include the following two year programs: dental hygiene, medical 
laboratory technology, registered nursing, park and recreation administration, 
civil engineering, electro-mechanical engineering, plastic engineering, social 
service, and corrections. In addition, the one year licensed practical 
nursing certificate program will continue. Additional technical programs 
will be developed and added once the new college is operational and the 
needs for these programs are carefully identified. All technical programs 
will be developed in such a way as to provide students with employable 
skills as well as opportunities to transfer their work into four year institutions. 
There have been concerns expressed by people from both the academic and 
technical areas that one area will dominate the other in the new institution. 
Academically oriented people are fearful that technical education will become 
more important than liberal arts, while technically oriented people are 
certain that the liberal arts will dominate. Arguments have been purported 
to illustrate how the board of trustees will be more technically oriented 
than academically oriented. These concerns are understandable, but they are 
not justified. The State General and Technical board of trustees, administration, 
and faculty must be dedicated to the creation and implementation of high quality 
programs in both the academic and technical areas. The college must be concerned 
with the "whole" of the students' educational development, not just isolated 
parts. To suggest that one curricular area will dominate over the other is to 
deny the fact that the college will be flexible to the changing programmtic 
needs of students as well as organizations for which the college will prepare 
employable citizens. Some programs in both the liberal arts and technical 
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areas will be marginal programs which may continue to be offered so long 
as they serve an educational need and are not seriously deficit-causing. 
Other programs will excel in numbers of students, and as such will help 
support those more marginal programs. Whether there is greater strength 
in one curricular area or the other is unimportant because strengths will 
change as educational needs change. The critical issue is whether or not 
the various programs are serving priority-identified educational needs; and 
whether or not they are at least economically marginal, i.e., the degree to 
which they support themselves. Both curricular areas are necessary requisites 
in the development of the "whole" man, and both will be emphasized as necessary 
in the new college as it serves the educational needs of the students. 
Finally, is the matter of accreditation. OUP received a five year 
accreditation from the North Central Association of Secondary Schools and 
Colleges in July 1973. STC was reviewed and evaluated in February 1974; they 
have "accreditation eligible" status at this writing. The North Central 
Evaluation Team's report to STC was quite positive and it is expected that 
STC will receive "candidate status" from North Central in July. Also, North 
Central administrators have encouraged STC to apply as soon as possible for 
full accreditation. North Central representatives have indicated that the 
State General and Technical College can apply for a "Transfer of Accreditation" 
once it receives a charter. Further, a letter from the Executive Director 
of the North Central Association (Appendix VII) indicates that transferability 
of OUP's full accreditation and STC's candidate or full accreditation will 
be a natural process and that accreditation should not stand in the way of 
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development of a new institution. Thus, the college should have accreditation 
as a two year college for a period of time and until, at a time mutually agreed 
upon by the college and North Central, another evaluation can occur. 
Personnel 
This section will discuss the plans of the State General and Technical College 
relative to the following group of personnel: Board of Trustees, the President, 
administrators, faculty, secretarial staff, maintenance and custodial staff. 
Prior to a general discussion of the roles and responsibilities of these groups, 
several factors which will have an affect on the groups' roles and relationships 
must be identified. All plans are subject to approval by the State General and 
Technical College Board of Trustees. However, the signatures of the individuals 
at the beginning of this document and in the appendix section indicate an ethical 
commitment by these individuals to make every effort to bring about the provisions 
stated in this section. 
First, in the formation of the State General and Technical College, as a 
result of the proposed merger of the Ohio University Portsmouth Regional Campus 
with the Scioto Technical College, it will be necessary to protect all employees 
for a period of time so that the personnel needs of the college and the 
personal futures of the people are not seriously disturbed. It is expected 
that most professional and supporting personnel will be employed beyond this 
initial period, but the college must have the flexibility to make personnel 
adjustments necessary to develop excellent and efficient programs and operations. 
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Second, personnel policies for all personnel groups will be developed 
to the extent possible prior to the college's operational beginning on 
July 1, 1975. Policies will be developed by faculty or administrators, with 
consultation by appropriate groups, for approval by the President and 
Board of Trustees of the State General and Technical College. 
Third, work loads and salary schedules for all personnel will be brought 
into balance. For example, the technical and academic faculties will have 
similar work load expectations. In no instance will salaries be reduced; any 
salary adjustments will be upward to the salary range of the people handling 
comparable responsibilities. The principle is that as few employees as 
possible should be adversely affected in income or benefits as a result of 
the creation of a State General and Technical College. At the same time, 
however, the college must have the opportunity to assess its personnel needs 
in relation to its income and curricular needs. 
What follows is a general description of the roles and responsibilites 
of the various personnel groups associated with the State General and 
Technical College. The descriptions are not all-encompassing, but are intended 
to provide a 'flavor' of the roles and responsibilities of the groups, as well 
as some direction to these groups so that definition can occur during the 
planning year 1974-75. 
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A. Board of Trustees 
The board of trustees is the body politic legally responsible 
and accountable for every operation of a college. Due to the 
scope of activities involved in the operation of a complex 
organization such as a college, the board must delegate much of 
its work load to the president or his designated administrators, or 
to the faculty as the president sees fit. The board should have 
concern for the nature and quality of the student body, faculty, 
and administrative staff; admission and retention policies and 
procedures; the substantive nature of the curriculum; the 
financial condition and procedures of the college, and so on. 
The board is the policy making body that delegates much of its 
operational responsibilties to the employees, but should reserve 
the broader policy concerns and decisions for itself. 
The board of trustees has the important power of appointing 
and removing the president. While the Trustees should be 
concerned with and informed about every aspect of the institution's 
operation, they should delegate much of the responsibility for 
the institution's operation to the president. He is the board's 
chief executive officer, and his power should be what is ordinarily 
called 'reserved powers'. This principle means that the president 
is expected to assume all executive powers except those expressly 
reserved to the governing board. Unless the reserved pow~rs 
principle is implemented, effective institutional leadership 
usually is endangered. 
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B. The President 
The president is the chief executive officer of a college 
and is .accountable to the board of trustees. It is recommended, 
that the State General and Technical College Board of Trustees 
implement the 'reserved powers' principle in its relationship 
with its president so that he can become the recognized leader 
of the college. Implied in this relationship is the idea that 
the board of trustees should provide the president with its 
trust as its representative and educational leader; and he 
should, in turn, look to the board for objective opinions and 
guidance. Since the president, also, represents the professional 
and supporting personnel, he should have the responsibility to 
develop policies, in consultation with the appropriate staff 
members, and to recommend board action on these policies. 
Thus, the president, while accountable to the board of trustees 
represents both the board and the college personnel to each 
other. This dual role places the president in the position of 
being the professional leader of the college. 
Thepresident,then, should have the privilege, after appropriate 
consultation, to select the individuals who are to serve on his 
management team, and to remove them when necessary. He must have 
the power to delegate specific duties to members of his administration, 
prepare the budget for final consideration by the trustees, represent 
the institution in its contacts with other organizations and agencies, 
and deal directly or through his designated representatives with 
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faculty, staff members, and students on matters of institutional 
policy and operation. 
In dealing with his many constituencies -- his board of trustees, 
the legislature, accrediting agencies, professional associations, 
state finance and a~counting departments, the Ohio Board of 
Regents, administrators for educational institutions, executives 
from business and industry, labor leaders, faculty, students, and 
so on -- the president must have a functional authority (as well 
as his formal authority) which is based on competence, integrity, 
trust, skill in leadership, and personal persuasiveness. He must 
lead through his ability to elicit the best efforts of his colleagues, 
and their full commitment to building an institution which serves 
the service region and service district with high quality. His 
leadership will be exercised in large part through his vice president, 
the technical and academic deans, and the division chairmen. 
C. Administrators 
The administration of the technical college and regional campus 
will be brought together into a new organizational structure as is 
in indicated on the "Proposed Organization of the State General and 
Technical College". In addition, administrators presently employed 
at the two institutions will be provided positions for one year in 
the State General and Technical College. The organization and one 
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year employment provision has the blessing of the OUP 
Coordinating Council, the STC ijoard of Trustees, Mr. Frank Taylpr, 
and his administrators, and Dr. Robert Flinchbaugh and his 
administrators. 
The administrators of the State General and Technical 
College will have responsibilities for the areas noted on the 
organizational chart and will be accountable to the indiv;i.dual 
above them in the organization. A basic principle, which will 
apply to t;he operatio.nal implementation of such an organizat:i,on, 
is that a hierarchical reporting arrangement shall be in effect. 
Thus, for most day-to-day operationa~ ~~tivities, individuals 
ordinarily would not ctrcumvent the:i,r appropriate chain of 
command sequeq~e. 
In an attempt to develop a strong management and leadership 
team, it is recommended that the president crej:lt;e a ''President's 
Cabinet" comprised of the Vice President, the three deaits, and 
the Director of Adult ~ducation and Evening Administrator. 
Other a$ninistrative officers and faculty members should be 'oit 
call' to the Cabinet as the necessity of securing accurate 
information dictates. The Cabinet should meet regularly for the 
purpo~es of (1) discussing operationai problems, (2) planning and 
development considerations, and (3) to provide the president and 
members of the Cabinet with knowledgeable advice. 
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Administrators will be provided the same personal benefits 
that faculty members will enjoy. These benefits are qescribed 
in the section on "The Faculty''. 
The Dean of Student Services shall report directly to the 
Vice President and shall be responsible for the overall program 
of Student Recruitment, Registration and Scheduling, Counseling, 
Financial Aid, Veterans Assistance and Student Activities. The 
Dean will interview and recommend to the Vice President and 
President those persons to be employed in the division of Student 
Services. He will work with other Deans and the Adult Education 
Aqministrator to coordinate recruiting activities and shall keep 
them informed on other Student Se:i;vice activities. 
There shall be three divisi9n chairmen repo:i;ting to each 
dean. The Dean of Technical Programs will have the chairmen of 
the Business Technologies, Health Services and Engineering 
Technologies Divisions reporting to him. The Chairman of the 
Health Services Division wili have coordinators reporting to 
her for medical technology, licensed practical nursing, register~d 
nursing, and dental technology as ~ell as the health services faculty. 
The Dean of Ac~demic Programs will have the Chairmen of the 
Math/Science, Humanities, and Social Science Divisions reporting 
to him. All six chairmen will each have their respective faculties 
reporting to them. 
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Operational process guidelines and responsibilities of 
Division Chairmen shall be delineated in the college handbook. 
Each full time administrator and faculty member from OUP and 
STC will be guaranteed employment for a period of one academic 
year from the date the institution begins operation. 
D. The Faculty 
The faculties of the Ohio University Portsmouth Campus and the 
Scioto Technical College shall be reorganized in such~ way that 
members from each institution will become responsible to the 
appropriate deans in the two curricular areas which have faculty. 
The OUP registered nursing faculty shall become the responsibility 
of the Dean of the Technical Programs, while the STC general 
education faculty shall become the responsibility of the Dean of 
Academic Programs. The remaining portions of the technical faculty 
shall be the responsibility of the Dean of the Technical Programs 
and the OUP academic faculty shall be the responsibility of the 
Dean of Academic Programs. 
The major roles of the faculty shall be teaching, curriculum 
planning and development, and student counseling. In addition, the 
faculty will be expected to (1) assist in the recruitment of students; 
(2) participate in the formulation of policies relqtive to student 
admission and retention standards; (3) participate in the recruitment 
advancement, retention and/or dismissal of faculty; (4) participate 
in the recruitment of administrative officers; (5) provide advice 
and assistance in the development of cultural programs which enrich 
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the learning experience of students and offer the community 
additional cultural opportunities; and (6) serve on faculty 
or administrative committees necessary to facilitate the 
fulfillment of the stated objectives of the college. 
Th~ personal benefits for professionals will contain provisions 
at least equal to those the faculty now have with Ohio University 
and Scioto Technical College. The benefit provisions shall be 
included in the Faculty Section of the college handbook. One ~re~ 
of benefits which has been resolved concerns the retirement system. 
Most professionals at STC and OUP are now under the Ohio STRS system 
and this retirement system will be continued in the new college. 
On March 15 and 20, 1974, the Faculty Council Chairman aqd the 
Acting Divisional Chairmen at OUP, the Faculty Association Presi~ent 
and the Department Chairmen at STC, the President and Vice President 
of STC, and the Director and the Student Programs Director of OUP 
met for the purpose of working out agreements that could be incorporated 
into this proposal relative to the role of the faculty in the new 
college. On March 20, 1974, Dr. Danny Moates, President of the Ni.UP 
at Ohio University met with Dr. Robert W. Flinchbaugh and Dr. Gene S. 
Come of OUP for the purpose of discussing the agreements which had 
been made during the meetings of the administrative and faculty 
representatives from OUP and STC. What follows is a brief description 
of the agreements which were a result of the above mentioned meetings. 
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1. Faculty Council - The creation of a Faculty Council is 
deemed essential to provide a recognized channel to 
reflect the views of the faculty on matters relative 
to the various academic concerns of the institution. 
All full-time faculty may have voting rr.embership in 
the Council. 
(a) The Constitution of the Faculty Council shall 
be written by the joint faculties of OUP and 
STC in consultation with the appropriate 
. administrative officers. All subsequent by-
laws shall be adopted in accordance with the 
provisions of this Constitution. 
(b) The principal mission of the Faculty Council 
shall be to discuss and make recommendations, 
through the appropriate organizational channels 
as designated by the college handbook, on those 
matters having to do with the educational 
activities and policies of the institution. 
(c) A portion of the agenda of each meeting of the 
Council shall be set aside for senior administrative 
officers to make a report and to hold a discussion 
on matters of educational concern. 
2. College Handbook-Faculty Section - The college will develop 
a college handbook for all personnel. The Faculty Section 
of the college handbook will provide detailed information 
for faculty personnel concerning contractual obligations, 
responsibilities, and professional rights. The responsibility 
for the contents of the Faculty Section of the college hand-
book will be assumed by the full-time faculty in consultation 
with the appropriate administrative officers; the same 
procedure will be followed for revisions. 
The Ohio University Faculty Handbook shall be used as a major 
source in the development of the Faculty Section of the college 
handbook. However, the faculty, or its designated respresentatives 
will consult other appropriate handbooks as well. 
3. Appointment of College Deans - Appointment of the Academic 
and Technical College Deans and the Dean of Student Services 
is the prerogative of the President, who makes his 
recommendation to the Board of Trustees for final approval. 
Deans shall be selected using the following process: 
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(a) The President shall appoint an advisory 
committee of the faculty members from the 
affected divisions, half of whom are to be 
selected by him after consultation with the 
affected division chairmen, and half of whom 
are to be elected by the full-time faculty 
of the affected divisions. 
(b) The Faculty Advisory Committee shall determine 
the selection criteria and assist the senior 
executive in the search and evaluation process. 
4. Appointment of Division Chairmen - Each Division Chairman 
shall be selected by the Dean of the appropriate program 
area after recommendation from the full-time faculty of 
the affected division. Formal appointment of the Division 
Chairmen shall be made by the President subject to the 
approval of the Board of Trustees. 
5. Academic Freedom - The State General and Technical College 
will be totally committed to the principles of academic 
freedom as stated by MUP in 1940 and 1972. 
6. Adoption of a Faculty Appointment System - As agreed to on 
March 20 by the faculty administrative representatives of 
STC and 0UP, the adoption of a tenure system or a multi-
year contract system for faculty appointments will be solely 
determined by the joint faculties according to a method 
specified by the faculties themselves, with the decision 
to be reached no later than December 1, 1974. 
7. Vacation Carryover - Vacation days will be carried over from 
STC and 0UP into the State General and Technical College for 
those professionals who have had designated lengths of vaGation 
as stipulated by eleven or twelve month contracts. 
E. Supporting Staff 
The 0UP supporting staff consists of the 0UP plant maintenance 
engineer, two maintenance men, three custodians, and nine secretaries 
and library clerks. The STC supporting staff consists of two 
custodial matrons, a library aide, and five secretaries. It is expected 
that as the college matures and moves beyond its initial stage of two 
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campus operation, the supporting staff now employed will be 
needed in the future. 
Civil Service will be continued into the State General and 
Technical College with all of its benefits and job requirements 
for all secretaries, maintenance-custodial employees, security 
employees, library clerks, etc. In order to properly classify 
and assist in the proper placement of employees into job 
openings, those employees not covered by civil service provisions 
will take civil service examinations and undergo classification 
evaluations prior to July 1, 1975. 
In addition to the civil service continuation, the following 
guarantees, also, will apply to supporting personnel: 
1. Salaries will be made equitable on an individual 
basis as provided in civil service guidelines. 
2. The retirement system, under which supporting 
personnel will be covered, will be chosen after 
consultation with representatives of the two state 
systems and the STC and OUP employees during 
1974-75. 
3. All staff members will have the opportunity of 
Joining a medical health insurance program which 
is at least comparable to Ohio University's and 
STC's. 
4. Workman's Compensation will be in effect at the 
new institution. 
5. All sick leave presently accumulated by supporting 
personnel at OUP and STC will transfer into the new 
college, and will be counted as part of the sick 
leave permitted under civil service provisions. 
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6. Vacation hours presently accumulated will transfer 
into the State General and Technical College, and 
a set of policies developed for use of vacation 
hours under civil service guidelines. 
7. The work week for supporting personnel will consist 
of 40 hours, and payroll policies and procedures will 
be developed. 
While some juggling of supporting personnel may be necessary 
two campuses at the beginning of the State General and Technical 
College's operation, ultimately all employees will be housed on 
the new campus of the college. When this merger of facilities is 
completed, the Plant Maintenance Engineer shall be in charge of all 
maintenance, custodial, and security staff. He will, in turn, 
report to the Vice President. All secretaries and library staff 
will report to the appropriate administrative officers; but the 
overall responsibility for the total secretarial pool will be given 
to the Director of Business Affairs. 
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Financial Responsibility and Transfers 
During the period of time between the January 21, 1974 Ohio University 
Board of Trustees meeting and the April 1, 1974 submission of this revised 
information and proposal document, a number of decisions have been made 
relative to the financial severance of OUP from Ohio University and the 
transfer of financial affairs to the State General and Technical College. 
Most of these agreements were made between Dr. Beaumont Davison, Mr. William 
Kennard, Mr. Frank Taylor, Mr. Michael Gampp, and Dr. Robert Flinchbaugh. 
The agreements serve as recommendations to the OU Board of Trustees and 
hopefully will help the board know how the financial transitions might occur. 
If the board agrees with these recommendations, the proposed administration 
of the new college is prepared to accept the agreements and to move towards 
formulation of the college on that basis. 
Some concerns will not be worked out until after an OU Board decison 
in May 1974. The OUP budget expenditure level, e.g., cannot be decided 
until Spring of 1975. Likewise, the income-expenditure level of the OUP 
bookstore operation must be decided in 1975. What follows are some policy 
guideline recommendations that will enable a smooth financial transition to 
occur in 1975. There are some fiscal concerns, mentioned in this section, 
which have not been resolved. These concerns will be worked out during 
1974-75. 
A. OUP's Budget 
OUP's payroll and personnel benefit expenditure level will be 
established and fairly fixed. The 100 and 200 level expenditures 
will be Ohio Uni versity's responsibility during 1974-75. One 
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payroll and benefit area that will have to be closely scrutinized 
in order to avoid over-expenditure is the part time faeulty 
payroll with its proportionate benefits. Also, all expenditures 
made in the 300-900 object codes in all OUP accounts must be 
carefully watched. These will become the responsibility of the 
new institution after July 1, 1975. An accounting should be made 
after June 30, 1975 in order to ascertain the exact expenditure 
level of the 1974-75 budget. The recommendation concerntng the 
transfer of financial responsibility to the new college is tµat 
in the event there is either a balance or deficit at the close 
of the 1974-75 budget year (in the 300-900 level object code) 
this deficit or balance should be transferred to the State General 
and Technical College after July 1, 1975. The rationale for this 
decision is that (1) the 300-900 budget monies were allocated for 
the Portsmouth branch operation and should remain there, (2) it 
will make a financial transfer easier because of orders that have 
lingered and have not been received by July 1, 1975, and (3) it 
establishes a policy which is the same for a deficit or surplus in 
the OUP budget expenditure level, and (4) it permits a quicker 
accounting of the OUP financial records. 
B. Library Books and Periodical Scriptions 
It is recommended that all library books currently on hand plus 
the financial responsibility for those books on order but not 
received be the responsibility of the new college on July 1, 1975. 
All periodical subscriptions will become the responsibility of the 
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college at that time, also, This procedure will make it 
easier to account for the status of book orders $ince some 
books will not have been received by July 1, 1975 and an 
accurate accounting will be next to impossible. Books are an 
aspect of OUP's fiscal operation for which dollars are not 
encumbered by OU, so the constant influx of books ordered in 
the past would make it difficult to accurately account for the 
outstanding orders. Under the transfer arrangement recommended, 
the new college would assume all of OUP's library acquisition 
obligations as of July 1, 1975. 
C. Bookstore 
The OUP bookstore should remain a part of the regional campus 
bookstore operation until July 1, 1975 when a separation takes 
place. On July 1 the stock in the OUP bookstore should be transferred 
to the new institution. Any deficit, determined at a year end 
closing, in the regional campus bookstore system would be divided 
between the five campuses, The OUP share of a deficit for 1974~75 
would be picked up from the 1974-75 budget. 
On July 1, 1975 the new insitution would assume control of all 
merchandise on hand and outstanding Spring orders that had been 
placed but not filled as of July 1. Sine the new college will 
not want to assume responsibility for orders placed, over which 
it had no control, Dr. Davison agreed to put Dr. Flinchbaugh 
in charge of all book orders for the OUP campus for Spring 
Quarter 1975. Orders for Spring Quarter books would be placed 
D. 
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through the OU Regional Campus Bookstore System, but only as 
authorized by Dr. Flinchbaugh. Only unfilled orders fo~ Spring 
Quarter would be a responsibility of the new college. 
The new college will not be responsible for employing personnel 
employed in the OUP Bookstore because these people are employed 
by the OU Regional Campus Bookstore System. 
If Summer Quarter classes are offered under the college, they 
will be the responsibility of the college. Thus, summer book 
orders will be the college's responsibility. 
Payroll Records 
Employee records of OUP personnel should remain with Ohio 
University once the new college begins operation. It is 
recommended, however, that copies of the current records be 
made available to the State General and Technical College so 
that vacation times, employment records, hourly and yearly 
wages and salaries, etc., can be utilized in making fair 
decisions in the future. 
E. Employee Insurance 
A health insurance contract for contract and hourly employees 
will be entered into for the personnel of the State General and 
Technical College which will be at least equal to what the personnel 
at OUP and STC now have. Since OUP contract employees have 
insurance coverage through July and August, depending on whether 
they have 12 or 9 month contracts, they will be provided new 
insurance coverage on July 1, 1975 under the new college. STC 
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faculty insurance would continue through September 15 and STC 
administrators' insurance would continue until June 30, 1975. 
Thus, by providing a new insurance package for all employees by 
July 1, 1975, everyone would be covered when the new college 
begins operation. 
F. Student Financial Aids 
All federal student financial aids programs can be provided by 
the new institution. Scioto Technical College presently participates 
in the same federal student financial aids programs as Ohio University 
with the exception of one program - Nursing Loans. The procedure 
to insure that the new institution would be funded for the number 
of students it has enrolled would be for Ohio University to identify 
the amount of Federal financial aid that is being distributed to 
students on the Portsmouth campus and reduce their application for 
1975-76 by that amount. The new institution would, then, file an 
application for the amount of student aid at Scioto Technical College 
plus the amount distributed at Ohio University Portsmouth. 
The Ohio Instructional Grants program of student financial aid is 
administered by the Ohio Board of Regents and each institution is 
paid directly for the students it has enrolled that are participating 
in the OIG program. There would be no interruption in this program 
at either institution. 
G. Student Health Insurance 
Student health insurance would be available for any student who 
desires to enroll and pay the premium. The type of coverage desired 
will be determined and then submitted for bids from any insurance 
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company that desires to underwrite the program. Every effort 
will be made to see that the student obtains the maximum 
coverage for the minimum premium. 
~. Workman's Compensation 
Since workman's compensation is billed from the State of Ohio, 
it can be transferred to the State General and Technical College 
without difficulty. 
I. Federal and State Grants 
Arrangements for transfer of these grants had not been made at 
the time of the writing of this document. Telephone conversations 
with the Title II-a office of the Higher Education Act, indicate 
that there would probably be no problem in transferri~g supplies 0r 
monies, however. Further investigation is necessary, however. 
J. Liability Insurance on Van and Travel Accident Insurance. 
The arrangements have not been made as yet for transfer of these 
insurance contracts, but initial investigations h~ve 9egun. 
K. OU Fund Monies 
It is recommended that the OU Fund balance be turned over to the pew 
college. 
Physical Plant Transfers 
All aspects of the physical plant transfer have not been worked out at the 
time of this writing. An attempt will be made to discuss the possible areas 
of transfer, however, with recommendations provided accordingly. 
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A. Student Records 
All student records should remain with Ohio University, but 
copies of the records of students who remain with the State 
General and Technical College as freshmen or sophomor~s should 
be provided the new college, 
B. Physical Plant Equipment Inventory 
The OUP equipment inventory should remain with OUP. A special 
inventory check should be made in April 1975 for the purpose of 
indicating the eq~ipment which remains at CUP. This will help 
Ohio University in closing its inventory accounts as well. 
C. Transfer of Federally Funded Facilities 
A letter for Dr. Max Lerner on March 15, 1974 indicates that 
there will be little problem transferring facilities funded by 
federal grants to the State General and Technical College. (Appendix VIII). 
D. Land 
After several weeks of searching by members of the admini$tration 
at Ohio University, Dr. Flinchbaugh, Mr. Taylor, several Portsmouth 
attorneys, and Portsmouth officials, a document entitled "Tri Party 
Cooperation Agreement for Land Disposition and Redevelopment, 
University Project - Ohio R-70" was discovered. With the help of the 
Portsmouth City Manager the major sections of the redevelopment 
documents were gathered together for the purpose of describing the 
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land area and boundaries of Ohio Unive~sity Portsmouth. ~ince 
the documents were not found until the week of March 25 nor 
received until March 28, 197~ it was not possible to obtain legal 
opinions about the agreements made in the documents. Copies of 
the documents are included in Append~x IX for information purposes 
only at this point. 
In conclusion, the Coordinating Council is hopeful that all equipment 
~nd supplies, as well as the building and land can be transferred through 
the simplest legal procedures possible. It would be difficult for the State 
General and Technical College to have to begin its operation by purchasing 
much of the equipment and many of the materials that are presently a part of 
the OUP operation. Since a large number of donat~d funds from area citizens 
went into the purchase of the 10.93 acres ($125,000), since much of the 
equipment has been purchased from gifts from area citizens, and since materials 
have been directly contributed to OUP (books to the library, e.g.), the Council 
believes that a justifiable case can be made in favor of total transferability. 
Finally, any institution of higher education must consider itself 
financially accountable to all the people in the state in which it operates. 
Even though an institution may be serving the special educational needs of the 
people in a particular region, the institution receives much of its funding 
from taxes which come from people throughout the state. Since this public 
support is not only regional, but statewide, the institution could be considered 
to belong to the people of the state. Indeed, a State General and Technical 
College implies such an accountability as does a s~ate university such as 
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Ohio University. The transfer of the entire OUP physical plant and its 
contents to the State General and Technical College in no way contradicts 
or breaks the trust of the people in Ohio and Ohio University. In fact, 
an institution's financial obligation to all the people can be better 
served by providing more economical. and educationally necessary curricular 
programs to the people in a region of the state. 
Plans for development of new facilities at the State General and 
Technical College are being formulated with discussions occurring with 
the Ohio Valley Regional Development Commission in Portsmouth, the Ohio 
Board of Regents, and the Bob Newman and Associates Designers in Portsmouth. 
Preliminary discussions indicate a justifiable need for three new buildings 
to compliment Massie Hall, which will be remodeled and used as a classroom 
building. One of the new buildings must be a technical laboratories 
building containing approximately 37,000 square feet. This building must 
be designed so that it provides adequate space for present technical laboratory 
needs, and so that it can be expanded to handle future programs and student 
growth. The Ohio Board of Regents formula for technical facilities is being 
utilized to establish the space requirements in Portsmouth. 
A second building being planned is a student services building, which 
would include (a) a resource learning center housing many media forms; 
(b) a media center with intra and inter-carepus television production and 
broadcast capabilities, and art and film capabilities for production of 
slides, films, transparencies, tapes, etc. needed for classroom use; (c) a 
student recreation area with game rooms; (d) a student lounge with facilities 
for several privately operated restaurants; (e) a bookstore and storage area; 
and (f) a theater production area. 
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A third building which is being discussed with various groups is an 
auditorium-gymnasium. It is strongly recommended in the development of 
the State General and Technical College's curriculum that physical education 
for physical fitness be a requirement in the curriculum. Young people 
with healthy bodies and minds usually do not waste their talents on 
debilitating activities. Physical education, intra-mural activities, and 
inter-collegiate athletics should be a part of the new college. 
As part of the gymnasium, a civic auditorium should be developed which 
can be used for theater and music productions, commencements, speeches, etc. 
by the college and regional civic organizations. No such facility is available 
in the Southern Ohio region. It is hoped that a building can be designed 
which utilizes the large gymnasium as a part of an auditorium, thus providing 
for a sizeable seating capacity. 
APPENDIX I 
Ohio University, Portsmouth 2 
Extension Services at the main camp,1s. Within t:l ie Old.a highe r education 
system and the Ohio University systct".1 tl ierc are t,,1 0 s pecific roles for the 
Ohio University, Portsmouth branch: 
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Credit· Cent0r- a parl:-U rn<2 f;:i ci l i. ty of fr~l: in r; hacc ,d,,11rc2 te pror.;-i:-r.n; :; Le ymd 
the associate dqr,n,c l evel R11d aclv,:nced ck ~·,reet, . 0-~1P as a univ '-' •·~-:i. t y bn111c h 
has a core of f u ll--t.:ime. fncu]ty, a sep:1rate s tud e nt body .::: t Porlsnwuth, a 
resident. administ ration and o f ferf; two ye ;: n; of assoc:i.,1te nncl h.:icca]aurcr1tc! 
degree credit coun:e work, an occ.1.1paU.c,n"] progrnrn in nur s in g , , .nd ;i ccrU·· 
ficate procra m in rN.J.l cst:it:e. OU? a ~ n univers ity residence c e nte r pro-
vides facilities and resources for uprer division Lnccalaurcat.0 an<l ndva ncc d 
degree programs as we]l as providing co~tinuinc c~ucntion faciliti es and 
limited community s0.rYices. 
These roles are adequately rccogni.zecl and fulfillecJ by th e! Ohio Univcr·-
sity, Portsmouth; l: o,,,,:, ver, there is one a r eo. which :i.s Qf concern. 
The Ohio Board of Rege nts favor e d the creation of a Gen ~ral College 
and General Technical Col l er,c to serve a broader geogr;Iphical area includ-
ing Portsmouth and to serve as both a general college nnd a technical 
college providing one and tw o -year occu~ational prog rams. OUP serves the 
general role at its new facility idth prima ry emphasis on transfer programs, 
and Scioto Technical College serves the t ec hnical college rol~ sha ring 
facilities at a new technic ci l-voca tional hi gh school at another location. 
There have been some efforts to cooperate, s haring re s ources and in develop-
ing joint programs; however, the separa t c facul tics, independent admini-
strations and boards of control, separate facilities and varied sources 
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of operations an<l capital funcls have hinde red and fru s trated cooperative 
efforts. 
The number of OUP stude nts has be en s rn,t ll and dec lining, in part due 
3 
to the declining popula tion :in Portsmou t h, the incr~.::!s ing com11c tiUon for 
students from Scioto Technica l Colle s c a nd the Ol iio l 11dversity Ac,!demic 
Center in nearhy Iront:on,1-?hicl1 ha s al s o been s 0.cikh:g o sc1·,arat:e [ a cili.Ly. 
Scioto Technical Co] :tc r:,e , b i}cA11sc. of :i.t s r a i; :L cl r; 1·0\,:,Lh a ncl the f,:c·ci. i t h of 
the an•.i vocationa l hi gh schoo l, will be'. for ced Lo b u ild a n ew f ,,c :ility i.n 
the nex t f e w yea r s . It would seem necessar y , j f not i r:ipc! 1·.: t:ivc, thc1 t a 
joint effort reprc,>.> 1;ting n o t o,1 ly Port·.srnou Lli, bu t oLL•:! r a.djacent cor,~111:.1ni-
ties, coupled with <1 cn r e ful e xarni n~ Li on of the f c.::,H;i'L>i lity of p1·ovit1ing 
both generAl and t e ~hn ica l p rog~ams and r c prcscnt in L Ohi o Unive r s ity, 
Sc:Loto Technica l ColJcf;e and t·hc Ohi o Board of l~ebcnl i; , k ~ l•mk, i·t;i l·.,•n as 
soon as possible. Such a study should foc us pd.111.1 rLl y c"1 a joint f a cility 
and programs designe d to meet the br o:-1. d n e e ds o f tl 1e ln.rger community and 
c0nside ration of the e xact site locatim1, and a dminis tra tive control shou]d 
be of secondary importa nce. 
Ohio University, Portsmouci1, in addition to the a s signed and accepted 
duties as a university branch and university re s idence credit centcr,has 
identified some specific campus ob jectivc ,; 1 :i.n conj unc tion with their appli-
cation for accreditation as operationally separate campus. These objectives 
include the individualization and personalization of student programs, com-
prehensive curricular offerings including occupational and associate degree 
programs sensitive to community and stude nt needs through manpower planning, 
broad extra-curricular and cultural programs designed to meet student and 
1 
See pages 43-46 for a more detailed description. Application for 
Accreditation to North Central Association of College an<l Secondary 
Schools, Ohio Univer s ity, Portsmouth Regi ona l Campu s , December, 1972. 
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community needs, closer worki.ng relationships with Scioto Technical College, 
and the promotion of growth in the c01nmun i. ty by i mprovcd communi ca t:i.ons and 
services. The general consensus of the examining committee and most of the 
students, faculty and administration nt Ohio Univers i ty, Portsmouth is th.it 
these objectives are future gonls rath(:r than open1tin,1a l ancl m0.r.tningful 
present realities. 
2. Resources: The p!.ysical., finr.1.ncial nr!.d hum::in r e !:ourcc'.S available to 
achieve the edt~cati on::i.1 object:i.ves of the Old.a Univc r s i Ly, Portf.r,i(mt:h brnndt 
ar~ major strengths of the institution. 
The phys:i.cal pl ant , althou gh locatccl en c1 rcln t.iw~ ly small plot of 
about 10 acres is more~ than ac1c-quat.e for the cui:-rcnt: en:rollm.:nt a.id instruc·· 
tional program. 1be instruction~l equipment ava ilabl e ~nd the lnhoratorics 
facilities are excellent. Th e-. phy t~ ical pl a:·1 t i s 1\1e tiC't:lously m.n..intaincd 
and the <lecor WE.rm and pleasant. The lack of physicnl cducct5 on foci lities 
and limited student recreational facilities ara major ]imitations. Other 
limitations include the ~1eed for a le.arni.ng resource s c(:ntcr and the need 
for a convocation center. 
The role of the librr1ry is very strong in supporting instrnct.ion. 
There arc over 30,000 volumes, 450 periodicll.ls and a number of newspapers 
and other titles to support fewer than 700 students. The comprehensive-
ness of the holdings is also more than adequate. The leadership provides 
a very comfortable atmosphere for students,as well as the staff being 
responsive to their requests for assistance. The community is welcome to 
use the materials also. 
The Director of the Library is the primary tangible evidence of 
cooperation between the Scioto Technical College and OUP. He spends 
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approximately two-fifths of thfr tinw at the 'l'c!chnic;,J CollegC', serving the 
administration and staff by ordering, processing and ,,1gnnizing the librcrr 
at the 'fechnical College localt·cl some ten mi.lC's frc,m the OUl' llrm1ch. · 
The financial resources for opcn:lt:in g OUP have bvcn ,1deq1rntc to goc,<l. 
The smalJ and dccU.nl.ng cnrollw(•nl h,we pl:,1 c.ecl i.,t:nd.n.s uot only nn tl,2 
Portsmouth nranch, but other brnnches ~rnl t!w nwjn crn :ipttD .is well, since 
the st:1tc support ancl student tuit·i.on .ind fe,:s ::n-c dq: cndcnt: on cnroll1,1c11t 
ancl credit hour loall:::: . 
OUP. The director h~s est:ibli s bc d a rcpr1::s e nU1U.vc cornniiltee and they hnve 
the responsibility to understa~d, analyze Hn~ to rcc0 ~~ic ad alloc ~tjons for 
the total budget. The OUP. 1 s role :f.n the dc>t c nnii!nt:ion of its l,udgct by 
the main c.impus, however, is li.mi tcd . . l?urthcrm0:::e, the r.t<:.1,rns by \.>hich the 
total allocation is de rived doesn't seem to be well understood by OUP 
personnel. 
Student tuition ..ind fees comprise n little l e ss than fifty percent 
of the total revenue. State aid provides the rc1111:1indPr \•J:i.th the cxcE'.p-
tion of a small amount from gift~. Auxiliary ci1terprisrs encon~ass the 
operation of the bookstore. The Di.rector of the c;irnpus has no dirr·ct 
control over this operation. In fact, he has no control over any aspect 
of the bookstore at all including items purchased for sale or hot1rs of 
operation. 
Allocation of revenue is the responsibility of the Director. He uses 
the recommendations of the committee, but he has the final authority. The 
instructional program expends over fifty-five percent of the budget. 1'he 
proportion expended for this category is declining while the amounts ex-
pended for library (12%) and general administration and other expenses 
,/ 
., 
i 
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between the main campus and the OUP Branch. Tt apN~ars to he imli.c:.i tivc 
of other areas of concern be tween the two un:i tr, and a ttent:!.cm to communi-
cations is rocornmendc,d, 
As noted elsewhere in thi.s report, the l1t1 r.1n 11 ru~:c,urces availnhle for 
the current program nrc excellent. The aclr,d.:d.::tration, f,tculty a11cl sup·· 
porting personnc~l arc· 1-;,e] 1 qualific~c1 ::~nd con: .. d.ttc-d lo th~ pri111nry c<l11.c::ttio1:al 
tasks of the OUP mission as n university h:i:nnc1i. 'l'ben~ is also a nucleus 
of well qllalifie<l part.-t:i.rne fa,:ulty fror.1 tlw r.ur.rn~mcU.nc cornmuni.ty ~11d tho 
ma-in campus at Athe~w to meE! t th~ dem,mc.ls of: upp0 r c1.hd d.on undorgc<'ldu:H:c. , 
graduate and continuing cdt1cation com~s0.r. t1i1d to fulf-ill the rd.r-!'dC'1t c,f OUP 
as a university reside:ice credit center. 
Another major concern with rc•ganl to the OllP r.c so\lrcos :!.s that i.n spite 
of adequate physical facilities, equipment, lahor.'.!tor:i.cs, and f,1.culty ~nd a 
supporting personnel, the instrttctional pror;ran1s tend to be fairly trad:i-
tional with very limited use of innovative instructional practices in tho 
courses currently being t.8ught. Thf.o is in pnr t due to the l.1ck of a s tronr, 
cOIT1111itment among the faculty and the lack of e.n inotructional resources 
ceqter which would encourage more innovative practices, 
The major concerns of the examining tcmn with nigard to the resources 
of OUP are largely concerned with the small enrollments, and the ncc.'d _for 
closer cooperation and planning with Sci~to Technical College and the 
Academic Center at Ironton. 'l.'he decli.ning enrollments, the limi.tations 
of the current facilities, the declining base of financial support, and 
the utilization of staff arc placing increasing strains on the OUP campus, 
There is a general agreement at all levels both within and outside the 
OUP Branch, Ohio University and the Ohio Board of Regents, that university 
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branches and technical colleges should pJ an and coq,c-•ratc in pL.1nnh1G future 
resources including a cormnon campus, pl~nning of fac;ili ties, joint li.hrary 
and instructional services, common stlHlc.nt aml adrninj strativc services ancl 
joint faculty appointments. This is <lon,:,?(! nted 1.n tl11~. Rcsolut:1.Qns of the 
Ohio Board of Regents, a position paper of the Ohio Unj_versity Off Campus 
Academic Program ,;1nd the Status HJ)d Self r:tudy rcpccl:::: of CUP and the 
Scioto Technical College r.s w,!ll as other clocur:v::•nts .:ind sources. Yet, 
there ir. the uneasy feeling given the ,1ul.onorr,y of the individual i.ns;tltu-
tions ancl. the current realities, that the OlJP B;~a.nch, Sci.oto 'l'cchnical 
College, and the Academic Cen!:cr of Ohio University e.t Ironton whJ.ch are 
operating fairly c1utonornously will cor,tinue to do so, unless more tnpgibl.o 
efforts are made im11ediHtcly. As a result, l.esr. than adequate physl.cal, 
financial, and burna1, resourcf! s wi 11 be: f!v.1ilablc! in the it1dividual 0pe1·<1.tions 
to adequately meet their r e:s pect:i.vc missi ons, where,0 s n joint effort ~-:hic:h 
would combine facilities, services, progun:,s , pcrsonn,~1 and other resources 
could result in a JTtorc effective use of community r,ncl state reS('t1rces which 
would more adequate J.y meet the hieh(, r cduca ti on needs of the Portf,mou th-
l;ronton area. 
3. 01;:_ganizn ti.on: The Ohio Unive1:si ty, Poru~.1100 th Regional Campus consi.s t:s 
of a relatively simple andstraight ... forwnr<l local orgnni.zntional structure. 
However, the effectiveness of the OUP org::nization is both aided and abet-
ted by the complex and intr:i.ca te organization of not only Ohio University, 
but the total complex of higher educ.a tion ns organized and coordinatc!d by 
the Ohio Board of Regents. 
The Ohio Board of Regents_, in a.deli tion to allocnting monies appropriated 
by the Ohio General Assembly,has the broad~r responsjbility of cipproving 
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SUMM~\RY 
Ohio University, Portsmouth is satisfactorily opcn-dJ.ng as a regional 
branch campus. Its p1~5.m-:l.ry strcm.gths are, 
1. Strong libe,7al arts transfer. progl.·am. 
2. Responsiveness to tbe 11eeds of the OUP studout hotly. 
3. An academic-ally well-qucUfie.d faclllty, adC:'qua tc financial support 
and well mfli.ntained and adequate phyr.ical faciH ties. 
4. ExceHel";t library anc:J well-equipped laboratory facilities. 
5. Strong financial support: for students of Hmitcd economic means. 
6. Local budget p~rticipation _process, 
7. Student, faculty, aclministration &nd communi.ty p;irtic1.p~tlon in 
planning and clecisiQn making. 
8. Potential le.aclorsh:f.p. 
The primary areas of ccmcern with rC!ganl to the OUP branch oam~us ~re 
as f ollat-,s: 
· 1. Limited and potenti~lly declining enrQllments. 
2. The need for moi;-e comprehens~ve planning with Scioto Technical 
College and the A~ademic Center at Ironton with a view toward 
sharing a co:umon facility and relevant services. 
3. Unclear and at times inadequate channels of communication with 
the main Athens campus and within the OUP campus. 
4. Limited innovative teaching as w~ll as need t.C1 provide more indivi-
dualized and peisonalized instruction in view of $tated ohjectives. 
APPENDIX II 
KNIGHTS OF CO~UMBUS 
Local 741 
817 2nd St. 
Portsmouth. Ohio 
At the regularly scheduled meeting of the Knights of Columbus, Local 741, 
held on March 11, 1974, it was moved, seconded, and passed unanimously 
that the Council membership endorse and support the creation of a State 
General and Technical Co1lege under Ohio Revised Code Section 3358, through 
the merger of the Scioto Technical College and the Ohio University Portsmouth 
Regional Campus, and we request the approval of the Ohio University Board of 
Trustees for such a merger. 
We believe the estqblishment of a State General and Technical College, which 
offers programs in the arts and sciences. technical education, and adult 
continuing education on the present campus of Ohio University-Portsmouth, will 
best serve the comprehensive higher educational needs of the citizens of 
south-central Ohio under the most economical arrangement. 
Knight of Columbus, Local 741, presently has 29·7 members , 
(ki't!z:tt ;?.f:k~ Roeft Horton, Grana Knight 
t%~4.,k/~ 
Chris Schmidt, Deputy Grand Knight 
,._., 111-UII 
<Area Code 814) 
J!ortblut•t 
• • • • ! _ !:~;:~, . 
nDICIPAI, 
.... nio. .... 
• ~••11•.r~111t•~ ;lt;ifi{:~;,;~~.;;1:.i;\~~~{f~ :1:t;:;(.·:;.;;/~:;~:·:::,_: ,.·:,.;?···'· ~-·. 
Beute 1, McDERMOn. OHIO '5152 
Or. Flinchbaugh, 8irector 
Ohio University 
902 Second Street 
Portsmouth, Ohio 45~62 
Dear 1 r. Flinchbaugh: 
~ OVPmbPr 10, 1073 
,r. Scott Come attended our la9t coun~Plor·~ mPetina and 
explained the imminent merqer of Chio IJ riivPrsity Ports-
mouth and Scioto Technical Col leae. Frank Taylor also en-
tertained questions from our members . 
Al I our Scioto Area Counselor's As sociation MembPrs present 
voted to support the merqer after we heard from ~r. Some 
and Mr. Taylor. 
~e passed the following resolution: Be ft resolverl "that on 
this day, November 19, 1973, the Scioto ~rea Counselor ·s 
Association announces its support for the merqer of Ohio 
University Portsmouth and Scioto Technical Col leae as a 
move in the best interests of the educational development 
of our community. 
t,: ' ·, 
Scioto Area Cou~ s elor•s ftssociatfon 
For 121 Year, Furnishing All The New, OJ The .4rea 
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1973 
1 • • 
Lomm1ss1on 
BacksOU'P 
Expansion 
Scioto County commissioners 
this morning adopted 
a resolution expressing support 
for a general technical college 
in Portsmouth. , 
Plans announced .Friday call 
for union of Ohio Universitv 
P o r" t s m o u t h and Scioto 
Technical College with new 
buildings to be constructed on 
the grounds of the present 
branch college. 
The resolution adopted this 
morning during a regular 
m e e t i n g states the new 
technical college ~hould tie in 
with the central business 
district development plan. 
The board approved an 
agreement with Appalachian 
H u m a n Development and 
Economic Community 
Organization, Inc., to cooperate 
in Operation Mainstream. a 
program to hire the chronically 
unemployed. 
The organization received a 
$91.270 federal grant to , ad-
minister the new employment 
program in Scioto, Pike, Ross, 
Lawrence, Vinton, Hocking, 
Gallia, Meigs, Jackson and 
Athens counties. 
The comm1ss1oners nave 
asked for 10 employes under the 
new program.. The employes 
will receive $80 a week with 
the county furnishing $25.50 of 
the total paycheck. The one-
year program began Oct. 15. 
The commissioners delayed 
bid opening for construction of 
the new county garage from 
Nov. 19 to Nov. 29 to allow 
contractors more time to 
compile proposals. The opening 
will be at 10 a.m. in the com-
mission office. 
A resolution was adopted 
expressing the desire of the 
commissioners to have a local 
office of the Appalachian 
Regional Commission, which 
funnels much of the federal 
funds into the Appalachian area. 
Approved was a payment or 
$17,336 to Standard Slag Co. for 
ti, 724 tons of slag. · 
' 
Ramada Inn 
Addition 
Is Pla11ned 
Plans were unveiled Tuesdav 
night for construction of ab0tit 
66 new rooms at Ramada Inn. 
Hymie Canter, owner o( the 
local motor h()td, explained his 
plans to Portsmouth City 
Council following a regular 
meeting. James Wittenmeycr of 
Hayes, Donaldson & Wit-
tenmeyer, local architects, 
accompanied Canter. 
The new motel units would 
be in two separate double-deck 
buildings along the south side 
of Third St., just north of the 
present Ramade Inn building. 
The units would be slightly 
smaller than the ones in the 
present building and aimed «t 
the economy-minded traveler. 
Canter asked the city lo 
vacate about eight feet of the 
right of way along Third St. 
for construction of the new 
units. The buildings would be 
on the present sidewalk on th<! 
soutq side of Third St. 
Consideration of the request 
will be delayed until City 
Solicitor Edward Leach can 
complete a title check on the 
property. Contracts with the 
U.S. De?,1rtment of Housing and 
Urban Development signed when 
the Ramada Inn was pm-t of 
the University Urban Renewal 
from vacating portions of the 
property, Acting City Manager 
Clausing said. 
ring the regular meeting. 
cil adopted a resolut.inn 
endorsing the formation of a 
general technical co!lrge in 
Portsmouth. Plans currently 
under study call for combining 
Ohio University Ports o 1 and 
Scioto Technical Collcp,e. 
An ordinance s enacted 
authorizing the acting city 
manager lo purchase a lot :it 
847 Fourth St. at a cost of 
$26,400 to expand the city 
parking lot in the 800 block of 
Fourth St. and provide access 
to Gay St. 
(The propei1.y is about 44 feet 
wide and runs from Faurth St. 
north to the east-west alley. The 
city purchased the ?arcel from 
Edward Wcs.tphal ,Jr .. wilh Bob 
Mitchell acting as agent, al-
though the legislation approved 
bv ())uncil indicates the prop-
e~ty is being purchased from 
Mi-tchell. . 
(Leach said the purchase price 
was determined on a froo.t foot-
age basis hy slate appraisers, 
using the same formula empoy-
ed for other properties needed 
for the Gay St. Issue I Project.) 
An ordinance authorizing the 
state to resurface Scioto Trail 
from Kinney's Lane north to_ the 
corporation limits was giv~n 
first reading to allow the Ohio 
Department of Transportation 
(DOT) time to include the cost 
or raising catch basins along the 
curb. DOT officials originally 
didn't include the cost of raising 
the basins. 
The councilmen approved ,. 
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" r ,"\, uuc~P '.1 '·' o·••1'3 _ • \,,#~a ... _, ~ . • ,. , ·. t , 
Ohio University 
.~t .i"u=m s , Ohio 45?01 
.~)G c .. r Jr. : O'I le a 
Al thouf h l no lon€rer aave an off i~:i..a.i relation.ship with 
Ui'1io Iir1i,1ersi t~/ t_;ortsn101.Jtl'"t, I t1ave f'ollov-.1 Gci tli€ de:: ~"1 tir1ies o.t .Por·ts-
mouth Branch from the be g innin -r. . '.L'he ;iaajori ty of "'.: horw w110 nav2 
,.-;or1:(id. ~;n clili '"" Pnt}.v fo r th,: '.'. rf'.:-sch 't,E·r€ n ot. " r c-1.ch1:?tE'0 bv (1hi0 {iniver-
ni~y but w~re g radu~te~ of various o~her univers ities. ~e liave ru~in-
·t:~1nPd a.n in:terest J.n 1.-ts :":ro·.••th and nrogress, :.··1 o -'" we are :::~aced with 
a problem which must 0e resolved as soon 5.G po~;;;iLlc . 1-. :_, ,:,, C.l. }~ •• cL it 
concerns the plans for -':hP. LP-rr:e.r of Ohio University Port~-: noutll and 
':·.c ioto t8chn ical C ollP -·.r:. 
11; ir. :)ossihle tnat 1 prooabl.,v ila.ve a greater i11t2rest 
in· .wha t it mea..ns to _;~ort.smOi.ttn t-1.r-r~a 1·c1.t!1e1:· t l 1at t!w •,::f:\::ct i t l. -H; Oii. 
Ohio Uni ·rnrs ity orf.'.,anization. Iou 3.re :_:iri!r:arily in t •'} re ,~J~ f:.i L1 ~'.: t:= 
i i1.2.v-2 rsit} -~·rd itr, ·rJ r,=•.rsc 1·l,_,S a.YJJ that, too, is understandable. 
I+, hav hAP.n a .areat dii=;apnointment that the .J ranch nas 
been forced to suspend a numoer oi its c;lasse~, c::i..nd .aus L..1.i.letl t o ,i,l •-1 
n 2ed·.-~d cour.:;cG to th2. C1Jt'ric'-..llum and b.:.1z ether··"°· i s e lowE :ced (?XpectationE:. 
for the Universi t y he n •. The re cJ.:~or1 •:·.ivcn i r, ~:.-l :::.t ±im ~:s ,.-.- ill 11ot. be 
allocated to Ohio Univ~rsity for sufficient cu"D-po:r.t of th8 branctl Fro-
t'. y-:=ur. • 
.dlile lowt: rin:.T the S':;rv ic s ::, h~G ':; s m·. co inc 0:1, ur. ;, linch-
baurh h2.s "'Ork1-='rl 1:::f:f0ctivc ly t c Ftd.nt r•.ir t l:,;:: r : i:r·ol1.,: i~nt i~c rr, and. we 
doubt if any adn:inistrs.tor could .h.ave done r.:-u1y b€'ttcr under the circum-
tf;.!'!C P <:; • 
\V e have demolisf1ed ;;. ,J!T .. E' :f' ir~ ,2 !:01nr: :3..r.d c .. s de,.: tr.!:: lanU 
t o Chio GniYF:r-s ity i n c111ticipatio:r. of expanr.d.on i")y ·tnE ,"c('t di ticn of 
~ 1 ildinf"f3 . i.~o builr!in ::rs h::i.v? 8.j''l::'-r.3r•~d anr:1 it i~ :.l o1J fJ t·f ul i:; money 
,, ill ~:r: npn:roT)riater! to llllio u;1i11.::~r s i t ,v '.' or tf,e f.;lU'POE(' in tnc near-
future, 
If t :.e I .-...' :"::·er· of t~ -P : :n -:,jiCh rmr} ::c2.n-': o r;:'cclmic ;, l :=:r)llep? 
is 2.":'".:>roved, '-"'=" ar~ 2.ssur':"d of an ~X:iRP.C~l;_ curriculL,rn, t \·.o or thn:E~ 
nc-· .. , ln i lii i:!'1,~:-., "'. 101 . rP.r -t.u.i+,ion ratP :for t t-mtuc-k]f and otner students, 
many new· courses, 1.:md 'r.o:'.'lcy to op1~r.?. i,t~ ·,.,:.E' , . ;;; w uC:i., Ufi• ·..,rcu::;.-..;~ .:i:or 
studcni;s f ol' coursEG co1r:plet (;; d woi;_ld t2 t r.c, s a.~1:e aa at :prGs8nt. 
r: 1·~.rcrc~ :c;~-Ll,1° Cl .' 1' c· Y"lot nloac:::ant t" ccrnt"'mnl .... t 0 - - -- - ~ - .. . t' '-' • • --· ' " "··- t· c.. • LUt, 
t houph b oth parties llavEi :p leas ant :nfmori~~ of h.ap-piPr nay s, sometimes 
t h e action is justifie~ a.nc. a:ftt:-- r the t·.n:pleasantnE=> ::.: s 'ria:3 bt":-e:ri airPd 
and thini:::s as.aume a more norri1al st~tus, t 11e affairs can be straight-
ened out in a way satisfactory to a].l concerne d. 
-..io •.-1e are fac ed ,-.·ith a ·l cci s ion a s "SO which 'vill bene-
fit Portsmouth Area Most. ;·any of our local orr anizations riave en-
dorse d the t!i e? r ."er. Thi s has been done after months of 8tudy and in-
vestigation by the f<e g ional 0ommi ttee. ,1,y tllinkin;,, ai-cer look in u at 
all the fn.cts i s to ::"avor the i'.\~e r [ ;er. 
tiave I h~,en f a ir in rE.' achinr- t1 . i s on i :---J .or:':' .,,rP. there 
other fact s that I do not have'i' 
v'ii th kindest 
ion f 'or JVew t:ollege 1:3tatus 
I . . . . . . , 
n over by 
vocational 
:e. 
Council, in 
,ersity for 
1  branch, 
.he North 
of Secon-
Colleges 
spring or 
,luated the 
the OUP 
Technical 
t believes 
nsolidation 
y Regonal 
1e Scioto 
,uld r esult 
In substantial savings in tax 
monies as a result of the 
e I i m i n a t I o n of duplicate 
educational and operational 
services. 
The council said it wants Ohio 
university to continue its af-
filiation with the Southern Ohio 
area by entering into a contract 
with the State General and 
Techn ical College for the pur-
pose of providing upper division 
courses fo1• junior and senior 
college studer.ts at tlie State 
General and Technical College 
in Portsmouth. 
The resolution passed by the 
regional council a,sks the Ohio 
Board of Regents to permit the 
new college, if it is constituted, 
to offer junior and senior level 
courses which would lead to a 
baccalaureate degree. 
The OUP council and the 
technical college board of 
trustees envisions a general 
t e c h n i c a l college, offering 
baccalaureate level classes, 
which would meet the needs of 
a minimum initial full-time 
equivalent enrollment or 1,000 
students on the site currently 
occupied by Ohio University 
Portsmouth. Current enrollment 
at OUP is several hundred 
under the 1,000 minimum mark, 
but the combined enrollments 
~.....;. ..........  ~--+ 
The News OJ The Area 
I\.Y, NOVEMBER 9, 1973 
rom Page 1) 
. They . pqi.nt out the con-
10lidation.··jf it occuN wo~ld 
,ave taxpayers money, prOVIde 
t r e a t, e r educational · op-
)Ortunities . for ~ . , Southe.m . 
)hio ANa, ·would be a landmark 
;ince the .new colle~e woul(,I be 
;he first State Genet-al "an4,_ 
rechnical College form~ .from . 
two institutions in'. Otalo; ·would_ 
create a big))tt: education centei: 
for the regioa:-.where cqmmQnl\y 
lictivitieli 1caiL congregate. :,·_al\~ 
would create a . greater op-
portunity tc train employes far 
business, industry, government 
and education. · 
The regional council, in .!ts 
resolution, asked to meet . with 
the Ohio University · board of 
trustees an Nov. 19 to discuss 
the council's resolution apd 
present documentation fl the 
proposed plan. 
lLmt~ 
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or·. OUP and Scioto Technica 
College would push enrollmen 
well above this mark. 
The State General an, 
Technical College would serv, 
a geographical region of sever 
c o u n t i e s includillj Sciotc 
A d a m s • · Pike, Cawrence 
Jackson, Ross and Gallia. · 
It would offer many variec 
a c a d e m i c and technlca 
programs at the freshman an< 
s o p h o m o r e level, leaderi 
pointed · out. plus areas fo1 
special activities in theater 
m u s i c • learning resourcei 
center-all on land in thE 
(Turn to Page 10, Column 1) 
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C o p , by Carrier 
RESOLUTION 
WHEREAS the Ohio Boord of Regents has endorsed a generol-technlcal 
college for Southern Ohio and a development of a campus and facllftles to 
fflfft the needs of a minimum enrollment of fifteen .hundred (1,500) students, 
and; 
WHEREAS the Ohio Boord of Regents had indicated that the site now 
occupied by the Ohio University of Portsmouth, including the existing 
· Maule Hall, would adequately provide for the physical requirements of 
the proposed general-technical college, and; 
WHEREAS the union of Ohio University of Portsmouth and Scioto 
Technlcal College would provide for a more economic means of obtaining 
a two-year associate degree in general or technical education for the 
students of Southern Ohio, and; 
WHEREAS the general-technical college would result in a saving of 
publlc tax monies for the citizens of Ohio; now, 
IE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Board of Directors of the 
Kiwanis of Portsmouth, Ohio, Scioto County, has, on this date, Wednesday, 
November 14, 1973, at 12:00 o'clock, official unanimously endorsed the 
concept of a generol-technlcal college for S the n 0 
Signed by: 
• 
MEETS MONDAY 
6:15 P. M. 
POR TSMOUr-fI-I LIONS CLUB 
RESOLUTION 
AMERICAN J.EG10U 
70 5 COUli'l' S'l'REJ::;r 
PORTSMOUTH. OHIO 
WHEREAS the Ohio Board of Regents has endorsed a general-
technical college for Southern Chio and a development of a campus 
and facilities to meet the needs of a minimum enrollment of fifteen 
hundred (1500) students, and; 
WHEREAS the Ohio Board of Regents had indicated thnt the 
site now occupied by the Ohio University of Portsmouth, including 
the existing Massie Hall, would adequately provide for the physical 
requirements of the proposed general-technical college, and; 
WHEREAS the union of Ohio University of Portsmouth and 
Scioto Technical College t.,ould provide for a more economic means 
of obtaining a two-year associate degree in gen0ral or technical 
education for the stude7:1ts of Southern Ohio, .-ncl; 
WHEREAS the general-technical college would. rc3ult in a 
saving of public tax monies for the citizens of Ohio; now, 
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Board of Directors 
of the Lions Club of Portsmouth, Ohio, Scioto County, h,is, on 
this date, Monday, November 19, 1973, at 8:00 p.m., officially 
and unanimously endorsed the concept of a general-technical college 
for Southern Ohio. 
L.. 
Frank A. Tiedge 
/ 
{){q.~~ e~J-ttgu 
Ch£r les Dettwiller, Vice-
Pre o; ident 
,:illiaru R. Ac1erson, Secrct~ry 
COilS€RVRTIOil OF SIGHT, ffiflJOR ACTIVITY 
,, t_J,_ ___ 
---------._ _____ o_r __ c_o_M_M_E_R_c_E_)~--------
Box 509 • f',:,rt~m ,.,11th , Ohio 4'l6G?. • 353-1116 
q C S n L U T I O 
WH(~(AS, Tho Ohio RoArd or RA~r>ntr; hn!1 nnrl~ra8d a General-Technical 
College fnr SouthP.rn Ohio nncl thn dnvelon.,.ent of a cAmnus 
And f11Jcilitier. to ,nP. r>t tho nr>erln of A mini•num enroll:nnnt 
of l,'100 studr>nts, ;-inrf; 
WH(R(AS, The Ohio Annrd of fl ., ,1 ,mln h;ir; lndt :: ,l~d thr,t thP s .llP- now 
nccuplnd l·y fltdn Univl'r:.ily l11Jrt•;,nn•ith, inclurlinri thr-i r>Y{r1t-
inq '' <'1'3!.iP Hr,ll, 1111.1111d aO')(j11;,b•ly rirovid•~ rrJr th!! nhyslr.nl 
requi r!!mPnt~ of thP. rirrioori, i d GPn11rn 1-Tnchn i c~ l Cnl l ,~q"', i:,nrl; 
WHEREAS, The union of ('lhfn llnivr?r:.ity rort ~·no•ith nnd ''.icioto Technlci,l 
Collcqo wnuJd provide for ;i 11111rr! •~conn·nic 11Hi ;in~ of ohtnininq 
a two-yrar ;1!; r,nch1tn rlcqrr•u in Gr· n o. rnl nr TPchnicnl P.c1ucAtlon 
for thP st,irknt~; of Southerri Ohin, nnd; 
1/JHCR(AS, The r.nnPrnl-Tt>chnic;il Cnll"''l'' 111n u lr:I rr> ~t rlt in"' ~i>1vin'1c; or 
rutilir: tl'I" ·rinniP.!l fnr th,! r.ilizrm1 of 011 · n; 
NOW, BE IT THCRffOnF: ~fSOL\lfD ttrnt thn °n 1rd of Dirnctorr. of tr1r1 
Port srnc,u t.h I\ re:, Ch;,,,, b<:' r or Cr:, ·,v,qHcP. ha!'!, on this da tc, off i • 
cially ~nd unanimo11Gty endn r~r?d th11 concept of a GimAr'-11-
Technicel Collr.qo for Southr.rn Ohio. 
/ 
,- . ' { / · 
Auqust 11, l q7:t 
). _,1 lz 
- __ , ..... .,1 __ 1_ .. _ . __ · ___ ,. __ .._·' {1_) .. -.. !' . . :•.,·-:-, . .. --l, •'g• ' ., 
Wh<'rtt Southc,ni lln~pltallty J1,.gln1 
[dw"lrt1 S. l.evl 
PresfdP.nt 
PHONE 353-1191 •• 
THE RETAIL MERCHAN'l'S ASSO<JlA'1'10N 
413 MASONIC TEMPLE BUILDING 
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO 
45662 
R E S O L U T I O N 
P. O. BOX 1367 
WHEREAS the Ohio Boord of Regents has endorsed a gereral - technical 
college for Southern Ohio and a development of a campus and facilities to 
meet the needs of a minimum enrollment of fifteen hundred (1500) students, 
and; 
WH~REAS the Ohio Board of Regents had indicated that the site now 
occupied by the Ohio University of Portsmouth, includinr, the existing Massie 
Hall, would adequately provide for the physical requirements of the proposed 
general-technical college, and; 
WHEREAS the union of Ohio University of Portsmouth and Scioto Technical 
College would provide for a more economic means of obtaining a two-year 
associate degree in general or technical education for the students of Southern 
Ohio, and; 
WHEREAS the general-technical college would result in a saving of public 
tax monies for the citizens of Ohio; now, 
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Boord of Directors of the Retail Merchants 
Association of Portsmouth, Ohio, Scioto County, h'is on this date, Wednesday, 
November 14, 1973, at 7:00 o'clock p. m., officially and unanimously endorsed the 
concept of a general-technical college for Southern Ohio. 
~ow~-Treasurer 
RESOLUTION 
WHEREAS the Ohio Board of Regents has endorsed a general-
technical college for Southern Ohio and a development of a campus 
and facilities to meet the needs of a minimum enrollment of fifteen 
hundred (1500) students, and; 
WHEREAS the Ohio Board of Regents had indicated that the 
site now occupied by the Ohio University of Portsmouth, including 
the existing Massie Hall, would adequately provide for the physical 
requirements of the proposed general-technical college, and; 
WHEREAS the union of Ohio University of Portsmouth and 
Scioto Technical College would provide for a more economic means 
of obtaining a two-year associate degree in general or technical ed-
ucation for the students of Southern Ohio, and; 
WHEREAS the general-technical college would result in a 
saving of public tax monies for the citizens of Ohio; now, 
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that the Board of Directors 
of the Rotary Club of Portsmouth, Ohio, Scioto County, has, on 
this date, Monday, November 12, 1973, at 12:00 o'clock, officially 
and unanimously endorsed the concept of a general-technical college 
for Southern Ohio. 
Signed by: •, I 
) .; ·, 
. 1' ... 
,:'fohn B . Marshall, President 
/ · 
I 
Michael H. Williams, Vice-
President 
Charles H. Forr, Secretary-
Treasurer 
IN. THE MATTER OF RESOLU'l'I ON 
TO SUPPORT 'l'HE DEVELOPMENT OF 
A GENERAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
It was moved by Mr. Griffith :crnd sr;<;onded by Mr. Morgan 
that the following reco1ution be a do,;:., tecl : 
RESOLUTION 
WHEREAS, the Ohi.o Bo[J rd of Regents has endor$ed a general-
technical college for Southern Ohio and a development of a campus • 
and facilities to meet the needs of cl m:inimurr. enrollment of fifteen 
hundred ( 1500) s tu den ts, n nd 
WHEREAS, the Ohio Board of Regent2 had indicated thot the 
site now occupied by the Ohio Univers ity of. Portsmouth, including 
the existing Massle Hall, would ~dequ c:: tel:y provide for the physical 
requirements of the proposed gene cal - technicn \. co }_ J ege, rnd 
WHEREAS, the union of Ohio Univers ity of Portsmouth o.nd the 
Scioto Technical Colle ge ·,rnuld pro•1ic:e for "! more economic means 
of obtaining a two-year associate dE.' r:; re-e jn genen:il or technical 
education for the student2 of s~uthern Ohio , Hnd 
WHEREAS, the general--tech.nico.~ college \•1ould result in a. 
saving of public tax monies for the c:Ltizcns cf Ohio, and 
WHEREAS, Ohio University of Portf~ mouth is encompassed in the 
Central Business District DeveloJment Pla n ~ 
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLV.F:D, th:1 t the Board of County 
Commissioners, Scioto County, Ohio, cicc.::; hereby e xp ress their desire 
to support the prop osed deve:,1.onment cf' n Gc1wrnl and technical 
college on the current site of Oh:i o lJn 1 VE;rs 'L t.y _: Porti,;mouth Br::inch, 
Portsmouth, Ohio. 
As to such nction, f' ac h mEmber voted 2r, follows: 
Mr. Griffith 11 nye" :Mr. Morg;::rn °'rJ. ye 11 
,, " Mr. Rnse aye · 
I, Jeanne 
Bo ,1 rd of County 
the above to be 
Board of County 
Page 211. 
CER1~I FI CATI ON 
Schmidt, the du J. y appointed nnd acting Clerk of the 
Commiss:l.oners, Scioto County, Oh.io, do hereby certify 
a true a nd correct copy or r: Resolution ? dopted by the 
Commissioners on November 1?, 1973, Journal 38 and 
] /2 , c-. ,_ \V:io71/J11____., · C tm.<d.i 
( ,JY5.nne Schmidt, Clerl~' 
'- ·-
i 
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CHAPTER 3358: GENERAL AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
§ 3358.01 Definitioru. ing a bachelor's degree or to complete a general 
As used in sections 3358.01 to 3358.08, inclu- studies curriculum after two years with the 
sive, of the Revised Code: appropriate recognition of academic achievement 
(A) "General and technical college,. means an through receipt of the associate in arts degree. 
institution of higher education established as pro- (C) "Technical education program" means a 
vided in such sections, organized for the principal post high school program usually of two years 
purpose of offering programs of education beyond duration planned and intended to prepare stu-
the high school normally not exceeding two dents to pursue careers in which they provide 
years duration and leading to the award of an immediate terhnical assistance to professional or 
associate degree. Such programs shall include managerial persons generally required to hold 
pro~ams in the arts and sciences and in techni- the baccalaureate or higher academic degrees in 
cal education, as well as adult continuing educa- professional fields. Technic.al education programs 
tion in these fields. would include, but are not limited to, business 
(B) "Arts and sciences program" means a gen- technologies, engineering teclmologies, educa-
eral curriculum of two years or less duration tional technologies, and public service tech-
provided within a general and technical college, nologies. 
plannf'd and intended to enable students to gain (D) "Adult continuing education program" 
ae11dt111ic credit for courses comparable to the means the offering of short courses, seminars, 
~N"lf'rnl c<lucation or general studies courses workshops, exhibits, performances, and other 
offerr.cl in the first two years of accredited four• higher educational activities for the general 
year colleges ond universities in the state, nnd educational or occupational benefit of adult 
designed to enable students to transfer to such persons. 
colleges and universities for the purpose of earn- HISTORY: 1s• • 5529. u 9.20,71. 
Underlininp indlcatH new material; • indicatH deletion 
· .... 
' 
• 
, 
§ 3358.02 Creation of genera? and tech• 
oical college, 
(A) A state general and technical college may 
be created with the approval of the Ohio board 
or regent!! upon the prop~sal of. the bo,Utl ~, 
tn11t~e!I Hf if technlPP! mstatute dl5tn.i, or upon 
th• flfpposal of the board of trustees of a state 
unlver5ity, and pursuant to an agreement entered 
into under section 3358.0,5 of the Revised Code. 
Except for colleges created under division (B) 
or this section, a state general and technical col-
lege may only be created to take the place of a 
technical institute or of a university branch, but 
may not take the place of both a technical insti-
tute and a university branch in the same com-
munity without the consent of both boards of · 
trustees. 
(B) (1) Qualified electors residing in a county 
or in two or more contiguous counties may, in 
the manner prescribed in division (C) of section 
3354.02 of the Revised Code, execute a petition 
proposing the creation of a state general and 
technical college within the territory of a county 
or two or more contiguous counties in which 
there is located no university branch or technic..1I 
institute. Upon the certification to the board 
of regents that a majority of the ell'ctors voting 
on the proposition in the territory in which the 
proposed college is to be located voted in favor 
thereof, the board may create a college within 
the territory included in the petition. 
(2) The board of county commissioners of a 
county in which there is no university branch .or 
technical institute and which has a population 
of not less than seventy-five thousand may, by 
resolution approved by two-thirds of its members, 
propose the creation of a state general and 
technical college within the county. Upon certi-
fication to the board of regents of a copy of such 
resolution, the board may create a college with-
in the county. 
(3) The boards of county commissioners of 
any two or more contiguous counties in which 
there are no university branches or technical 
institutes and which have a combined population 
of not less than seventy-five thousand r:iay, by 
a resolution approved by two-thirds of the mem-
bers of each such board, jointly propose the 
creation of a technical college within the terri-
tory of such counties. Upon certific:1tion to the 
board of regents of a copy of such r('solution, 
the hoard may create a college within t\1e county. 
(C) A sttte general and tedmical college is 
a hl)llr politic and corporate local\',! in a par-
tk11l.ir pbt'l' or places offC'ring nn arts and 
Sl'it·nces pr,,~ram. a technical rducati11n program, 
nnd nn n<lult continuing e<lucation program. A 
state general and technical college shall receive 
a charter from the Ohio board of regents. The 
board of regents shall not require the passage of 
an operating levy as a condition for the board'• 
approval of the estahlil,hment of a state general 
and technical college. 
HISTORY: lH • S 529. U I-Z0.71. 
§ 3868.03 Board of trustees; appninbnfM• . ' term; compensation. 
The government of a state general and tech-
nical college is vestt'!d in a board of nine trustees 
who shall be appointed by the governor, with 
the advice and consent of the senate. Trustee, 
shall be appointed for six-year term5, the terms 
of three trustees expiring every second yt'!ar, ex-
cept that initial appointments shall be made three 
for two years, three for four years, and three for 
six years. Where a state general and technical 
college succeeds to the operations of a technical 
instih1te, the initial board of trustees of the col-
lege shall be comprised of the members of the 
board of trustees of the technical institute dis-
trict, to serve for the balance of their existing 
terrns, and such additional number appointed 
by the governor, with the advice and consent of 
the sP,nate, as will total nine members; and the 
terrns of such members appointed by the gov-
ernor originally and to all succeeding terms shall 
be such that, in combination with the original re-
maining terrns of the members from the tech-
nical institute district, the eventual result will 
be that three terms will expire every second 
year. The trustees shall receive no compensation 
for their services, but may be paid for their 
reasonably necessary expenses while engaged in 
the discharge of their official duties. A majority 
of the board constitutes a quorum. 
HISTORY: 154 • S 529. Elf 11·20,71. 
§ 3358.04 Board of trustees; organization; 
powers and duties. 
The board of trustees of a state general and i 
technical college shall annually elect from their : 
members a chairman and a vice-chairman, and . 
they may also appoint a secretary who need not 
be a member of the board. The board of trustees 
shall employ a president, appoint or approve the 
appointment of other necessary administrative 
officers, faculty members, and operating staff, 
although approval of the appointment of operat-
ing staff may be delegated to the president. The 
board shall fix the rate of compensation of the 
president, principal administrative officers, and 
faculty. The board shall do all things necessary 
for the creation, proper maintenance, and suc-
cessful and continuous operation of a state gen-
eral and technical co1lcge, and may adopt and 
at any time amend briaws, rules, and regulations 
for the conduct of the board and the g<Jvemment 
and conduct of the collegt~. 
H1STOM.Y1 154 • S 5211. Elf t-Z0-71. 
§ 3358.05 Transitional agreement,, 
Upon proposal by the board of trustees of a 
technical institute district, the board of tru~tees · 
of a state university, or both, aftd upon approvnl 
of the establishment of a stnte general and tech-
nical colleae by the Ohio board of regents, an 
agreement ~tween the board of trustees of the 
proposing technical institute district, state uni-
ver~ity, or both, and the Ohio bonrd of regents 
shall be entered into to effect the transition of 
the technical institute or university b,-nch, or 
both, to a state general and technical college, 
including provision therein for the transfer of 
assets and contracts, assumption or discharging 
of liabilities and obligations, the date as of which 
such transition shall be effected, and such other 
matters as are necessary or appropriate to such 
purpose. Nothing in the agreement may, or sqall 
be construed to, affect the rights of holders or · 
owners of bonds or notes issued pursuant to 
section 3357.11 of tne Revised Code until such 
bonds or notes are returned or provisions there-
for made. Such agreement shall be entered intc 
by the Ohio board of regents on behalf pf such 
state general and technical college and is bind-
ing upon such college and its h9ard of trustees. 
The board of trustees of a technical institute 
district shall not approve an agreement for the 
transfer of assets of a technical institute district, 
unless lt finds and determines that such agre~-
ment adequately provides for the achievement 
of the purposes for which the district was creat,id 
and will be beneficial to the people of the 
district. 
HISTORY1 IU T I Ht. it! 9-20-71. 
Cross-References to Related SectJom 
See RC I 3358.02 which refer• to this aectJon. 
§ 3358.06 Receipt of donaijom, crants, 
and bequests. 
The board of trustees of a stnte general and 
technical college may receive, and hold in trust 
for the use and benefit of the college, any grant 
or devi$e of land and any donation or bequest 
of money or other personal property, to be ap-
plied to the general or special use of the college 
as directed by the donation or bequest. The 
board of trustees of a state general and technical 
college may enter into all contracts and agree-
ments necessary to the acquisition of property 
for, and the operation of, such college. 
HlSTOR\': lM • S 521. U 1-20.71. 
§ 3358.07 Financial support, 
Thi, general assembly shall support a state 
general and technical college by such sums of 
money and in such manner as it may provide, 
but support may alsQ be obtained from other 
10urces. 
HUTORY1 IU • I Ht, U t.l0-71. 
§ 3358,08 General powers of state unl-
venities apply, 
In addition to the express applicabllity of 
Chapter 3345. of the Revised Code to state 
geqeral and technical colleges by reason of befng 
state colleges or colleges supported by or re-
ceiving support from the state, sections 3345.01, 
3345.021 (3345.02.lJ, 3345.03, 3345.04, 3345.05, 
3345.07, 3345.09, 3345.11, 3345.12, 3345.14, 
3345.16, 3345.17, and 3345.18 of the Revised 
Code are also applicable to state general and tech-
ni~al colleges, and eac'1 ~t~tc general and technical 
college and its board of trustees has the same 
authority thereunder as a st.ate university and 
its boar~ of trustees. 
HISTOJ'-Y1 114 y I 521. U: t.l0-71. 
U11derlhll119 IMlcat• "w .... ri, 
, 
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WHEREAS the Ohio Board of Regents and the Ohio General Assembly 
have encouraged joint use of facilities in areas which contain 
both a technical col l~ge and a university branch and have also 
encouraged a true merger of the institutions. 
WHEREAS the Ohio University Portsmouth Advisory Board unanimous If ··· 
voted to adopt a resolution to combine the Ohio University 
Portsmouth Branch and the Scioto Technical College into a 
·Genera 1 Techn i ca 1 Co 11 ege. 
WHEREAS the Scioto Technical College will develop a plan for 
operation of a General Technical College in accordance with 
Chapter 3358 of the Ohio Revised Code. 
WHEREAS the General Technical College could develop programs to 
meet the needs of Adams, Lawrence, Pike, Jackson, Ross, Gallia, 
and Scioto counties. 
WHEREAS the population of the seven counties to be served by the 
General Technical College is in excess of 300,000 people. 
BE IT R~SOLVED that the Scioto Technical College Board of Trustees, 
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 3358 of the Ohio Revised 
Code, hereby proposes to the Ohio Board of Regents the creation 
of a state General and Technical College district encompassing 
the Scioto Technical College District and the Ohio University 
Portsmouth Branch on the site presently occupied by the Ohio 
University Portsmouth Branch. This proposal was adopted by the 
Scioto Technical College Board of Trustees at the Regular Meeting 
of August 23, 1973. 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Scioto Technical Board of Trustees 
,I .., •• " 
.:·: respectfully requests the Ohio Board of Regents to approve the 
· creation of a state General and Technical College distrjct In 
accordance with Chapter 3358 of the Ohio Revised Code • 
. • . • . ~- t . 
• 
APPENDIX V 
SCIOTO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BOX 766 LUCASVILLE, OHIO 45648 614-259-5566 
OHIO BOARD OF REGENTS 
Dr. James Norton, Chancellor 
88 East Broad Street, Room 770 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
Dear Dr. Norton: 
January 25, 1974 
Please be advised that the Scioto Technical College Board of Trustees 
at their regular meeting on January 24, 1974, took official action to with-
draw their resolution submitted to the Ohio Board of Regents on August 23, 1973. 
Since Ohio University has tabled action on the release of the Portsrrouth 
Branch, it is the opinion of the Scioto Technical College Board of Trustees 
that there would be insufficient time to develop an official plan for the 
operation of the new institution before the beginning of the 1974-75 Academic 
Year. 
If agreements can be worked out so that : (1) Ohio University will release 
the Ohio University Portsrrouth Campus and facilities; (2) The Ohio Board of 
Regents will approve the establishment of a State General-Technical College 
in Portsrrouth; and (3) there is sufficient time to submit a capital appropriation 
request to the Ohio Board of Regents in time for the 1975-77 bienniun, then we 
wholeheartedly support a merger. 
Should Ohio University not grant approval for the creation of a State 
General Technical College in time to meet the 1975 capital improvement budget, 
Scioto Technical College will request the Board of Regents to include in their 
1975-77 proposed capital appropriat ions, monies to develop the facilities on 
the present Technical College Campus to meet the needs of our rapidly growing 
student body. 
cc : Dr. Max Lerner 
Frank Taylor 
S i
1
n4 re}y, ;/ f, 
11;11,~·t .~~l>V:~ 
MICHAEL GAMPP 
Secretary-Treasurer 
APPENDIX VI 
OHIO BOARD OF REGENTS 
88 Eut Broad Street, Room 770 
Columbua, Ohio 4321 S 614-469-2S 7S 
Dr. James A. (Dolph) Norton, Chancellor 
September 24, 1973 
Mr. James Strafford, Chairman 
Ohio University Branch Advisory Council 
2635 Gilbert Avenue 
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662 
Dear Mr. Strafford: 
John Marshall Briley, Otairman 
Robert F. Doolittle, Vice Chairman 
David G. Hill, Vice Chairman 
Marvin L. Warner, Vice Cltairman 
Paul E. Belcher, Secretary 
Charles M. Barrett 
Mary Ellen Ludlum 
George M. Steinbrenner Ill 
The contents of this letter are offered in response to 
your query concerning the future of a resident credit center 
in Portsmouth. 
The Ohio Board of Regents' concept of the operation in 
Portsmouth at the current time is a branch and a resident 
credit center; Ohio University prefers to call this a regional 
campus. Our description of these two titles is attached. The 
main thrust through branch operations is to deliver freshman 
and sophomore level courses to the citizens of the particular 
area. We have not been particularly interested in promoting 
an expansion of resident credit center operations. These upper 
division courses should be offered only in a community when 
there is an expressed need for this type of course. Originally, 
these classes were to assist teachers in meeting certification 
requirements. The Regents are concerned that through offering 
upper division courses we are not encouraging the development of 
full-fledged baccalaureate degrees in the cities where branches 
are located. The future expansion of all resident credit centers 
is currently being reviewed by the Board of Regents, and each 
university must justify why these courses are being offered prior 
to a local commitment. In some cities that now have branch 
campuses located within commuting distance of a university, 
there will be a deliberate attempt to reduce the number of upper 
division course offerings. Since the City of Portsmouth is 
located several miles from a university campus, there will 
probably be a need to offer selected upper division courses on 
the Portsmouth campus. 
If it is ultimately determined that Scioto County should become 
a State General & Technical College operation, it will be entirely 
permissable for the new college board of trustees to contract 
with a four-year university to teach selected upper division 
courses on its campus. The extent of these offerings will be 
monitored by the Ohio Board of Regents. In a similar fashion, 
Mr. James Strafford 
September 24, 1973 
Page 2. 
the Board will monitor upper division commitments offered on 
branch campuses of all public-supported universities. It is 
our hope that Ohio University would continue to offer selected 
upper division courses in Portsmouth; but in the event that they 
would elect not to proceed in this direction, the board of the 
new college would have the option of entering into a similar 
contract with other state~supported universities. 
I trust this information will be helpful to you. If I can 
be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to call. 
MJL:jl 
Sincerely yours, 
1///4,;,e -(} £ _c,k'~ 
Max J. Ldner 
Vice-Chancellor 
Two-Year Campuses 
APPENDIX VII 
NORMAN BURNS 
NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES 
ANO SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
COMMISSION ON INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
CHAIRMAN 
OIRECTOR 01'" THII COMM19110N 
s•s4 SOUTH SHORE DRIVE 
CHICA.GO , ILLINOIS 60615 
TELEPHONE : ( 312 ) 684-6220 
ROBERT L . CLODIUS 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
MADISON , Wl9CONBIN !53708 
JOSEPH J , SEMROW 
EXECUTIVE OIRECTOR 
PATRICIA A. THRASH VICE CHAIRMAN 
AS80<;1ATE EXE!=UTIVE DIRECTOR PAUL H . SILVERMAN 
H . VICTOR BALDI 
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
March 20, 1974 UNIVERSITY OF NEW M~XICO ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 8710& 
JOSEPH A . BARNEY 
ASSISTANT EXECUT!VE DIRECTOR 
RANDALL L. THOMPSON 
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Dr. Robert w. Flinchbaugh 
Director 
Ohio University-Portsmouth 
940 Second Street, P.O. Box 278 
Portsmouth, OH 45662 
Dear Dr. Flinchbaugh: 
Thank you for your letter of March 15 detailing developments with 
respect to a merger between Ohio University Portsmouth Regional 
Campus and the Sicoto Technical College into a State General and 
Technical College. As I explained during our telephone conversa-
tion it ?ppears to me that the policy of Transfer of Accreditation 
would apply in this case. The steps in the procedure are as 
follows: 
1) Upon completion of the legal arrangements for the 
creation of the new institution, a petition should 
be addressed to the Executive Board of the Commission. 
2) The Executive Board, assuming that the arrangements 
for transfer are proper will approve the petition for 
transfer of accreditation from Ohio University Portsmouth 
Regional Campus to the new entity contingent upon a 
follow-up evaluation visit to be scheduled at a mutually 
convepient time. 
3) The on-site visit will occur to confirm or validate 
the transfer assuming everything is in proper order. 
I hope this provides you the information you need. I should add 
that the transfer policy has been developed to assist in the 
accommodation to needed changes and developments among and between 
institutions. Accreditation should not be used as a stumbling 
block to bring about desired developments. 
. I 
., ,. 
I ,, 
" * ·" 1! ·, 
Dr. Robert w. Flinchbaugh 
Ohio University-Portsmouth 
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Please do nQt hesitate to call if I can be of further assistance in 
c~arifying this ~atter. 
JJS/br 
cc: Randall L. Thompson 
I IIA XIGN3ddV 
OHIO BOARD of REGENTS 
88 East Broad Street, Room 770 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
(614) 466-6000 
Dr. James A. (Dolph) Norton, Chancellor 
March 15, 1974 
John Marshall Briley, Chairman 
Robert F. Doolittle, Vice Chairman 
David G. Hill, Vice Chairman 
Marvin L. Warner, Vice Chairman 
Paul E. Belcher, Secretary 
Thomas L. Conlan 
Donald L. Huber 
Mary Ellen Ludlum 
George M. Steinbrenner III 
Dr. Robert Flinchbaugh, Director 
Portsmouth Branch, Ohio University 
940 Second Street 
Portsmouth, Ohio 45662 
Dear Dr. Flinchb~ugh: 
I am pleased to report to you that as a result of a 
conversation between Henry Whitcomb of our staff and officials 
of the U.S. Office of Education that we anticipate no problem 
in transferring the physical facilities building in Portsmouth 
that was funded partly by federal dollars from the University 
to the new state general and technical college. 
If and when this separation occurs, it will be necessary 
to send copies of the legal document of the transfer to 
Washington along with the statement from the new institution 
that they interid to live by the terms of the original agreement. 
Basically, this would be a document ind~cating that the facility 
would continue to be used as a college campus. 
I trust this information will be helpful to you in your 
future deliberations. 
MJL:jl 
Sincerely yours, 
~':t:~ 
Vice-Chancellor 
Two-Year Campuses 
